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Brew bleeds orange
Anheuser-Busch rolls out new promotion.
LOUISE GOODMAN
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Anheuser-Busch unveiled a marketing promotion this month featuring Bud Light cans with color
combinations from 27 different colleges, including
Clemson.
Registered alcohol distributors in the Upstate
are selling the cases, which come in the standard
blue Bud Light packaging and display an orange and
white can on the front that advertises 'Special Edition
Cans Inside." The product does not feature a logo or
any official affiliation with Clemson.
A spokesperson for Anheuser-Buschs corporate
social responsibility has said that the marketing concept was directed at sports fans of legal age only.
The Collegiate Licensing Co., which represents
200 colleges in protecting registered logos and trademarks, has complained to the beer distributor about
the potential trademark violations. An AnheuserBusch spokesperson responded and explained that
the marketing plan paid special attention to use only
color schemes and no logos or names in order to not
infringe on a college licensing agreement. The company agreed to stop the sale of such merchandise at
the individual requests of college administrators.
According to the Collegiate Licensing Co., 25

school officials have requested that the marketing
campaign be dropped near their campuses.
On Aug. 27, a representative for Clemson athletic marketing made a statement saying that they
did not write direcdy to Anheuser-Busch to pull the
ads, but instead, pursued action through the Atlantic
Coast Conference and the Collegiate Licensing
Company.
Clemson Public Affairs could not be reached to
elaborate more on the specific issues the University
had with the promotion. Other universities that have
since requested the promotion be stopped had listed
a range of reasons, including that the colored cans
implied that their university endorsed the beer and
that the college appeal might entice underage drinking and promote excessive harmful drinking.
EMpower Clemson Director Kathy Cauthen
explained that this kind of promotion is a small
piece of the larger culture that she looks at when
creating preventative measures for harmful behavior,
such as excessive drinking. "This incident is only a
small piece. We look at all the factors that create a
much bigger landscape of our campus culture and
across the state to evaluate appropriate steps to help
students. This is attention grabbing, but only a small
part of a much larger issue." Cauthen said that the
situation can be used to start positive discussion

Some colleges have blocked the sale of "fan cans" claiming they promote underage drinking.

about the bigger issues college students encounter.
"It brings people to the table to agree or disagree, and
that dialogue gives us great opportunities to share
things that we [EMpower] are doing and to hear new
ideas," said Cauthen.
The discussion it has created on campus has
been mixed; for the most part students didn't find

the beer promotion to be offensive. Senior Andrew
Melton said, "I think the cans are all in good fun
because people are going to drink anyway no matter
the color of the container."
We will all see on Saturday how successful
Anheuser-Buschs tailgate promotion is, judging by
the orange and white cans on campus.

CU goes hogwild Gilbert to head new program
Redfern prepares for swine flu this season.
KATE HETZLER
STAFF WRITER

As the seasonal flu lies dormant, preparing to make its return later this fall,
Redfern is already dealing with H1N1, or
as it is more commonly known, swine flu.
During the first two weeks of the semester,
Redfern confirmed nine cases of swine flu.
The health center expects to see more in
the coming weeks amid reports from the
CDC that up to 40 percent of the population could become infected with the strain
this season.
Several students, who have not yet
been infected with swine flu, say that what
worries them most about contracting the
sickness is not so much the illness itself,
which is as severe as the seasonal flu, but
the stigma that comes with it.
One of the nine students who visited
Redfern earlier this semester with swine
flu says that Redfern was very helpful, and
seemed as if it was very prepared to handle
a large number of flu cases this fall.
"My first symptom was a sore throat,
and that after taking the Tamiflu I was
prescribed, the symptoms subsided within
about two days," said a student who
wished to remain unnamed.
Since it was the beginning of the
semester, he missed only one class, but
added that his teacher was sympathetic.
"I had heard anecdotally that professors have been readily compliant with the
provosts request to excuse students from
class with no penalty," said George Clay,
the executive director of Redfern.
Redferns Web site urges teachers to
excuse students and to stay home themselves should they contract swine flu.
"At this point, Redfern is hoping to
control the rate of infection so that there
will be a steady stream of patients and not
one overwhelming outbreak," said Clay.

"Redfern does have a surge plan if it is
needed."
Originally formulated to handle
surges of the seasonal flu, Clay said that
it can and will be used in case of a swine
flu surge as well. Redfern will be keeping
an eye out for rising rates and severity
of swine flu and will act accordingly to
control infection. Redfern is prepared
to open more clinical space and adjust
appointment times if these measures are
needed.
Since the vaccine for swine flu is still
in the clinical testing stages, the Redfern
staff will protect themselves from swine flu
by the usual conventions: washing hands
frequendy, wearing respiratory masks and
hiring extra staff to clean the building.
The staff has had to mentally ready themselves for an influx of swine flu cases, as
they are prepared for an unusually busy
season. One must remember that, in
addition to the swine flu, there will also be
the expected outbreak in seasonal flu cases
this winter with which to contend.
Clemson has registered with the
South Carolina Health Department for
a large number of vaccine doses, expected
to be ready later this fall. Redfern has
an ambitious plan for distributing the
vaccine to students and staff. They will
partner with the Sullivan Center and the
nursing program to hold clinics on campus in order to vaccinate as many people
as possible at no cost.
Clay reminds students to be especially careful in protecting themselves this
season, as the vaccine is not yet available.
Hand washing, avoiding sharing food
with others and avoiding those who are
sick are still the best ways to protect oneself. In addition, students who do become
sick should stay home from school and
isolate themselves in order to protect their
roommates and classmates.
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Clemson 'on the cutting edge' of new computer science field.
TEDDY KULMALA
STAFF WRITER

Dr. Juan E. Gilbert has been
selected to lead Clemson's new
Division of Human-Centered
Computing, a cross-discipline initiative that seeks to create computer solutions to everyday problems
in society.
For example, take the 2000
presidential election.
After allegations of miscounts
and voter fraud, electronic voting technologies were developed.
Risks still remained because these
machines could be hacked and
they did not have paper trails.
They were also not accessible to
people who are disabled or illiterate.
That's when Gilbert, a former
professor of computer science at
Auburn University, created Prime
III.
Gilbert's new technology makes
it possible for people to vote using
touch and/or voice interchangeably, and it has a paper trail that
can be spoken and easily counted
using a bar code scanner.
This is just a glimpse of
what can soon be expected from
Clemson. "Clemson is on the cutting edge by creating a Division
for Human-Centered Computing,"
said Gilbert. Only two other schools
have a DHCC — Georgia Tech
and the University of Maryland,
Baltimore County.
A primary element of Clemson's
DHCC is the International Center
for Automotive Research (ICAR).
ICAR is currently working on
technology that will allow people
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Dr. Juan Gilbert works to solve everyday computer related problems.

to manage personal information
from within their automobile.
One device would send and receive
written and/or spoken text messages, allowing the driver to focus
full attention on driving.
Gilbert says he is excited about
getting acquainted with the people and resources at Clemson. He
hopes to build Clemson's reputation in human-centered computing, and computing in general.
"When it's all said and done, if we
can look back and say we changed
the world, then we were successful."
Gilbert's students and colleagues share in his aspirations.
Hanan Alnizami, a first-year graduate student of Gilbert's, said it
was his research that first drew
her to the field of human-centered
computing, calling his work on
Prime III "genius."
"What he told me about his
research is really what triggered me
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to want to be a part of his team,"
said Alnizami.
Aqueasha Martin, also a graduate student, began working with
Gilbert at Auburn and came with
him to Clemson. "Dr. Gilbert is a
really great person," said Martin.
"He really cares about his students... and getting them involved
with research on every level."
In addition to continuing work
on ICAR and Prime III, Gilbert
is looking forward to furthering DHCC's research in virtual
humans, including creating a virtual human to assist senior citizens
navigating the Internet.
They are also looking into
using virtual humans to teach, as
well as incorporate the use of cell
phones and other devices to deliver
educational information.
However, Gilbert says he has
bigger plans. "The biggest thing
I want to do — go to a football
game!"
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ALYSSA MAUTE
STAFF WRITER

It's the first week of classes
and that means the campus is
a bustle. Freshmen are moving in and upperclassmen are
returning to Clemson for the
year. The beginning of classes
also marks the beginning of
rush. Rush consists of a time
when Clemson students have
to opportunity to learn more
about fraternity and sorority
life on campus and decide if
they want to get involved.
Sorority Recruitment
Sorority
recruitment
is overseen by the College
Panhellenic Council, whose job
is to unite all sorority women
on campus.
For sororities,
recruitment consists of a period of eight days that include

an orientation session, four
rounds and Bid Day.
The women register online
to participate in recruitment
and then are separated into
smaller groups of about 12
to 1 5 women. Each group is
overseen by a Pi Chi, who is a
member of a sorority that disaffiliates from their sorority to
lead the women through the
rush process from an unbiased
point of view.
"A Pi Chi acts as their
mentor for the week," said
Caroline Trotter, vice president of Recruitment. "That
girl is there for them and to
help them with whatever they
need."
Round one takes place
at Littlejohn Coliseum and
throughout
two days
all
the

women will meet with all 11
sororities. During round two,
each sorority has the opportunity to talk about their philanthropy. These young women
have the opportunity to meet
with a maximum of eight
sororities during this round.
Round three consists of skits
that each sorority prepares to
encompass what they stand
for, as a sorority.
Lastly,
round four is called preference
round, and takes place over
a period of two days. "This
round is more personable,"
said August Darnell, president
of the Panhellenic Council.
"The women are there for a
longer time, but talk to less
people."
At the end of each round
there is a process known as
mutual selection. Each woman
going through recruitment has
a ranked preference of sororities and each sorority has
a ranked preference of the
young women. A computer
then uses this information
to match up these women
to a particular sorority.
After each round, the
list becomes increasingly
smaller.
Bid night marks the
end of sorority recruitment.
All the

women gather in Tillman Hall
for a closing ceremony, the
receiving of their bids and the
unrevealing of their Pi Chi's
sorority.
"Bid Day is overwhelming a
little bit," said Trotter. "The
girls have had a really long
week, but are excited for their
sororities."
Once bids have been handed out, all the women run out
of Tillman to greet their new
sorority sisters who are waiting for them on Bowman Field.
"It's kind of a whirl wind and
really exciting," said Trotter.
Recruitment is a different experience for everyone
involved. "It really is what
each girl wants to make out
of it," said Darnell.
"It is
very exciting, but can be overwhelming. It's a lot because
you get to learn about yourself as well as all the different
sororities to see where you
think you fit in."
Fraternity Rush
Fraternity rush is overseen
by the Interfaternity Council
and lasts a period of five
days consisting of a rush orientation, smokers, invitation
rounds and bid day.
People interested in rush
register online and attend
a mandatory rush orientation session. "This year we
had 800 guys sign up," said
Zach Miller, president of the
Interfraternity Council.
Fraternity rush began

Sunday, Aug. 23 and ended
Friday, Aug. 28. "This is also
the first year that we overlapped with Panhellenic rush,"
said Miller.
The first two days of fraternity rush take place on
Bowman Field. Each fraternity
has a tent set up and provides
food to interested men. "The
point is to go around and talk
to as many people at each
tent as you can," said Miller.
The next two days consist
of round one invite dinners.
These young men receive
invite e-mails to attend a dinner downtown at a particular
bar or restaurant to meet
further with a particular fraternity.
Round two invite dinners
are much more formal. "By
then, most rushies have it
narrowed down to one or two
fraternities that they are interested in," said Miller. Rushies
usually attend the fraternity's
house or some other location
and continue to get to know
the brothers.
On Friday, Aug. 28 all the
fraternities submit their bids
to the Interfraternity Council
and they begin to distribute
bids that day in the Union.
"My favorite part about
rush is the chance to meet all
the guys," said Miller. "I like
the opportunity to get out
there and speak to the guys
and tell them about my Greek
life experience. I love answering questions about rush
and how it works."
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Tigra Scientific a
Dr. Barbara Speziale
HOLLY TUTEN
STAFF WRITER

Why did you pursue advanced
studies in science?
I was the first person in my family to attend college. I didn't think
about going to graduate school; this
wasn't part of my family's historical
path. I took a course in psychology
and was just fascinated by algae,
all of a sudden I wanted to study
algae. I went to the University of
Minnesota and learned about limnology — the study of lakes. Some
kids who are first in their family
to attend college have it planned,
but many don't. The coolest thing
about a career in science and at a
university is you never stop learning. It's fairly indulgent to study
something to the depths that you
feel you can add something meaningful to what is known. It's not a
job — it's a lifestyle.
You're currently the director
of the Clemson University SC
Life program. What is the SC
LIFE program?
It offers undergraduate and
high school research opportunities,
continuing education in science for
K-12 teachers and science outreach
for the state of South Carolina. It
began in 1998 with our first grant
from the Howard Hughes Medical
Institute. We have thus far received
three grants from the HHMI totaling $5,400,000. The amount went
up each time; I hope this means
we're doing something right. We've
taught a lot of teachers who had
never really been out in nature.
Now they can take their experiences

to their students. Nature's a marvelous teacher, and we still have easy
access to nature in South Carolina.
We emphasize to teachers that the
cheapest, most accessible science is
right outside their classrooms.
What are some benefits of SC
LIFE sponsored undergraduate
research?
Faculty receives $550 to buy
supplies for each student researcher. Currently there are about 90
projects per year, and 70 are at
Clemson. All faculty in the biological disciplines on campus can
mentor a research project. All students and faculty participate in a
research colloquium that rotates
among Clemson and three other
participating schools: Benedict
College, Claflin University and
Morris College.
Why is research experience
important for undergraduates?
You learn what it is like to
do research. You're not going to
go in and discover the cure for
cancer from day one. It lets them
explore the realities of science and
the frontiers of their discipline. It
lets them get used to working in a
research group — a laboratory is a
team. It shows kids that you can be
recreationally interested in science;
it's not something you turn on and
off in the classroom.
Some students say it makes
them feel like being a graduate
student. They learn how to fit
their research into a normal class
schedule. You walk out of your
undergraduate experience and have
a background in research: that's

Barbara Speziale, CAFLS Associate
Dean of Summer Programs and
Academic Outreach
marvelous for applying to grad
school and a job. It shows you can
approach something that doesn't
have an answer and that you can
pick a task and take it to completion. An impressive number of kids
in the SC LIFE program go on to
graduate school. Also, sometimes
kids get into a lab and discover
they don't like research — that's
good to know before they apply to
grad school.
What is your favorite part
of being involved with this program?
Seeing people proceed through
various stages of the program.
Seeing high school students take
the Biology Merit Exam, come to
Clemson as biology majors, go into
undergraduate research and into
graduate programs — watching
growing scientists.
You can learn more about SC
LIFE on its website: http://www.
clemson.edu/SCLife/home.htm.
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Fox News
A Libyan official announced that
Abdel Baset al-Megrahi, also known as
the Lockerbie bomber, has been hospitalized after reports that his cancer may
be worsening.
In 1988 Al-Megrahi was convicted
of bombing Pan-Am Flight 103 over
Lockerbie, Scotland, and was sentenced
to life in prison. In a controversial decision, he was released early on Aug. 20, on
sympathetic grounds, as his doctors said
he was dying of prostate cancer.
A news station in Britain recently captured video of al-Megrahi in a hospital bed
in Tripolo, wearing an oxygen mask and
surrounded by family members. A reporter
is heard asking al-Megrahi a question, but
he appears too weak to answer.
Al-Megrahi's condition has not been
verified, and Libyan officials did not offer
additional details.
Al-Megrahi's father said the media
is making a big deal out of nothing,
and that his son is not dying, but in fact
improving.

The New York Times
A recently enacted law in Utah
will have harsh penalties for offenders in texting and driving accidents.
' Studies show that texting while
driving is roughly equivalent to driving
with a .08 blood-alcohol level, and that
texting while driving is at least twice as
dangerous as driving drunk.
Now, a texting driver that causes
a fatality is punished as harshly as a
drunken driver that causes a fatality.
The law is so stiff because whether a
person drinks and drives or texts and
drives, they are assuming the same
risks.
The legislation came about following a 2006 accident in which a texting
teenager collided with another car, killing the two passengers inside. It was
later found, after searching the teen's
phone records, that he had been texting
at the time of the collision.
This is where the law becomes controversial, because if an officer wishes
to seize a person's phone records to
determine if they were texting at the
time of an incident, lawyers say the person is protected by search-and-seizure
and privacy defenses.
CBS
Eight people were found brutally
murdered in a southeastern Georgia
mobile home park.
Glynn County police encountered
a grisly crime scene Saturday morning, after Guy Heinze, Jr. called 911
screaming, "My whole family is dead!"
In addition to the seven found dead at
the scene, two were in critical condition
and clinging to life. One later died at the
hospital. The surviving victimis still in
critical condition. Due to the sensitive
nature of the case, the police are currently releasing limited information.
Authorities have not said whether
the killer is among the dead, or still on
the loose. There is no evidence to suggest that suicide was involved, so police
are urging local residents to remain
cautious.
Heinze was arrested on suspicion of
tampering with evidence, lying to police
and illegal possession of prescription
drugs and marijuana. He is not considered a suspect in the slayings. A press
conference is expected later this week to
reveal more information.
Los Angeles Times
After 18 years on a California
missing persons list, Jaycee Dugard
was reunited with her family on Aug.
27.
Dugard was last seen by her stepfather, Carly Probyn, on June 10, 1991
in El Doroado County, Calif, where she
was waiting for a public school bus.
Probyn saw a gray sedan with a driver
and one passenger abduct Dugard and
drive off. Probyn chased the car by
bicycle and called the police immediately.
After the abduction, the police led
a massive search, and Dugard's parents featured her on "America's Most
Wanted." There have been no leads in
the case, but police believed they had
some indication of Dugard's whereabouts.
Jaycee Dugard entered the Concord
police station in Northern California,
200 miles from where she was abducted,
and asked that they help her contact her
family. Duggard's mother, who is now
living in Southern California, arrived at
the station in hours. In a televised interview she indicated that she had been
hoping for this reunion for a long time
and is ready to reconnect with her child.
Police reported that it did appear thai
Dugard had not been held captive nor
mistreated, but they did not release any
further information. Police did arrest
two suspects in connection to the case
but have not.released, ttiejr identities. .

CNN
Iraq currently has 1,000 prisoners
on death row, the highest rate in the
world. Now its execution policy has
come under fire.
The human rights group Amnesty
International recently released a report
revealing that the courts sentencing people
to death did not meet international standards. The report alleged that Iraqi authorities do not provide enough information on
the executions, and that some executions
are even performed secretly.
The report goes on to say that defendants were often coerced into confessing.
The Iraqi Justice Minister and
President, though both opposed to the
death penalty, have defended the Iraqi
justice system.
CNN inquired about the executions
of women—many of them mothers—on
death row. Justice Minister Dara Noor
al-Deen said there can be no difference
between a man who commits a crime and
a woman who commits a crime, "...but
I hope in the future," he said, "the death
penalty would be abolished, because I am
personally in favor of life sentences rather
than the death penalty."
In response to allegations of "hasty
rulings," al-Deen said the justice does not
rush any ruling, adding that many severe
punishments have made it to the appeals
court, where they are turned around and
altered.

CLEMSON

13,000 square foot
I state-of-the-art facility
located on
J-fwy. 123 just a few miles
from campus

National News

NBC
A Hamas spiritual leader has
denounced teaching the Holocaust to
school children, calling it a "war crime,"
and blasting the United Nations' suggestion to include it in Gaza's school
curriculum.
The spiritual leader, Younis al-Astal,
released a statement saying that teaching
the new curriculum would be "marketing
a lie and spreading it."
Israeli officials said the comments
were "obscene," and that they place
Hamas in a group of Holocaust deniers
such as Iranian President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad.
The United Nations Relief and
Works Agency, an organization assisting Palestinian refugees, is considering
amending the curriculum to include teachings about the Holocaust. The controversial program would address basic information regarding the Holocaust as part of an
eighth grade human rights class.
Hamas spokesman Sami Abu Zuhri is
fiercely opposed to the proposal. "We think
it's more important to teach Palestinians
the crimes of Israeli occupation," he said.
This is not the first time Hamas has
lashed out at the United Nations This summer they slammed the United Nations for
promoting "immorality" among children
by offering them activities such as folk
dancing and crafts.

Need Physical Therapy'

»Pre & Post-Operative
Rehab
• Orthopaedic Injury
Rehab
Custom Foot Orthotics
• Hand Therapy
• Custom Splinting
• Sport Conditioning
• Injury Prevention
Education
i • Pool Therapy

World News

Whether you were injured playing
intramurals or are recovering from a
recent surgery, we provide rehabilitation
programs with state-of-the-art equipment
and advanced methods to return you to
your busy college life or sports arena.
Trust the best We've been treating our neighbors in
Clemson, Seneca, Central, and surrounding areas
since 1994...
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Clemson Dancers starts new season.
STAFF WRITER

Clemson Dancers, a student-run
on-campus dance studio, kicked off
its first week of classes on Monday,
Aug. 31.
All of the teachers are students
who audition in the spring to teach for
the upcoming school year.
"Choreography can be pure genius
and it's amazing the talent that all
of the teachers have in addition to
balancing their school work," said
President Shelly Caskey.
Clemson Dancers offer a variety of
beginner and advanced classes including clogging, tap, ballet, pointe, hiphop, jazz, contemporary, Irish step,
pom, break dancing, shag and swing.
"Our advanced classes are advanced
enough for people who have been
dancing their whole lives and our
beginning classes are beginner enough
for people who have never danced
before," said Caskey. "For those who
have trained in dance, it's a less intense
opportunity for them to continue
doing what they love."
In addition to offering dance classes, Clemson Dancers has a competition team called Tiger Strut.
Tiger Strut consists of a group of
girls who audition in the fall.
They compete in local dance competitions and perform at various events
on campus throughout the year.
Last year Tiger Strut won a platinum award and two gold awards at the
Encore dance competition in Myrtle
Beach.
"Our tap team also won fifth place
overall," said Megan Thomas, Tiger
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ROTC looks to the past and the future.
KEVIN KEITH

Strut coordinator.
In addition to participating in
Clemson Dancers classes, Tiger Strut
practices throughout the week and on
the weekends.
"Tiger Strut is a unique opportunity to continue studio dance in a
more rigorous fashion," said Thomas.
"The girls on the team form a
close bond while also improving their
dance skills."
Auditions for Tiger Strut will be
held Sunday at 1 p.m. in Brooks 220.
Auditions will consist of a technique portion and dancers will also
learn and perform two short routines.
"We had more than 100 interested dancers show up to our information social this year and that doesn't
even include returning dancers," said
Caskey.
"I can't wait for classes to start
again and I am so excited about everything that we have planned for this
year.
Clemson Dancers host a mixer in
the fall, semi formal in the spring, volunteer at Clemson basketball and baseball concessions and are also involved
with Safe Harbor.
"I'm so proud to be involved in
an organization that not only offers
an extracurricular activity to students
on campus, but that is involved in so
much more," said Caskey.
Clemson Dancers classes are held
between the hours of 5 p.m. and 10
p.m. Monday through Thursday in
Brooks 220.
For schedule information e-mail
Shelly Caskey at mcaskey@clemson.
edu.

STAFF WRITER

As many students enter Death Valley
for this weekend's first football game,
they will notice construction of a new
structure in the previously vacant lot
across the street from the stadium. This
is the site of the Clemson University
Scroll of Honor, a memorial built for
Clemson alumni who lost their lives in
service to the United States.
"A lot of students aren't aware that
Clemson used to be a military college,"
says Lt. Col. David Bedard. "In fact,
during World War II, Clemson supplied
more Army officers than any other institution except for Texas A&M."
It is in fact little known that Clemson
University was formerly a military institution, in line with the will of Thomas
Greene Clemson, until 1955 when the
change was made to civilian status. The
remnants of that history are what make
up the Clemson ROTC program. And
while many campus activities and organizations have seen a drop in enrollment
and productivity due to budget restrictions, the Army ROTC is doing more
with less and generating excitement in
the process.
"Our opening enrollment this year
is the highest it has been since the end
of compulsory enrollment in 1969,"
said Bedard. "We also will commission
32 officers this year, which exceeds our
mission given to us by our command as
well as our own program goals."
Bedard attributes this success to the
hard work of the program's cadre and
Cadet Corps, as well as recent accomplishments the program has achieved.
"Success breeds success. The achieve-

ment's the program has seen lately has
generated excitement amongst the
cadets, which in turn, energizes them
to build on their successes and share the
program with others."
One of the achievements referred
to is the program's performance at the
Army's Leadership Development and
Assessment Course held in Fort Lewis,
Wash., this past summer. Every Army
ROTC Cadet attends LDAC the summer before his or her senior year, where
they are evaluated on their leadership skills and capabilities. Thirty-five
Clemson cadets competed along with
cadets from 273 other schools nationwide. Clemson cadets exceeded Brigade
and Cadet Command averages in every
event; eight of the 35, or 23 percent,
received overall excellent evaluations,
well above the national average of only
15 percent.
Eight freshmen and sophomores also
competed in the Leadership Training
Course held at Fort Knox, Ky. Five of
those eight earned excellent overall ratings and all eight committed to pursue
commissions as officers in the Army.
The ROTC program credits its
success to the tremendous support it
has seen from the administration, the
College of Business and Behavioral
Science, which it operates under, and
most importandy, its alumni in the
Clemson Corps Alumni Association.
The Clemson Corps makes it possible
for the ROTC program to award outof-state cadets with tuition waivers to
pay in-state tuition, as well as award
select in-state cadets with endowments,
all without military obligation.
Cadets in the ROTC program are

required to attend physical training two
times per week, as well as enroll in a military leadership class and lab. "The focus
of all events is leadership development.
Our cadets not only learn leadership
principles, they apply them as leaders in
our Cadet Corps," said Bedard.
The structure and the commitment
the program requires is what make it so
successful says junior Kara Anderson.
"I consider ROTC to be the strongest
fraternity on campus," said Anderson.
"You're forced to go through so much
with the people in your brigade, that
it feels more like a family than a club
or organization. And you work harder
because you don't want to let those
people down."
ROTC is also highly involved in
campus and community activities.
"There are many clubs available for
cadets and non-ROTC students to join
and participate in that are advised by
military instructors," senior Rob Jones
said. "For instance, Pershing Rifles is a
club competes in a national competition
for military drill and ceremony: they
have been national champions four of
the past five years." Other military affiliated clubs include Ranger Club, Tiger
Platoon and Scabbard & Blade.
Bedard is proud of where the program is now, but also looks to where he
expects to be in the future.
"Right now we are one of the top
five programs in our brigade, which is
made up of 42 schools from across the
Southeast. Our goals are in line with the
goals of the university. President Barker
wants to be a Top 20 University, and I
would like to see us become a top 20
Army ROTC program nationally."
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PERSPECTIVES
SPEAKING OUT
Is a no-grade university
policy beneficial to
students?

GradeleSS
Brown means
happy students
Take a stroll through Cooper
Library during exam week
and you are sure to find
an array of exhausted students
frantically
flipping
through
textbooks, printing out review sheets
by the ton and chugging coffee like
there's no tomorrow. With drooping
eyelids, they struggle to cram in a
semester's worth of information for
one test that could make or break
them. The madness that is exam
week and the stress that develops
throughout the entire semester can
be ultimately attributed to one
thing: grades. Grades essentially
define an academic career. Even in
high school, we were taught that
one is only as good as the numerical
value he or she is saddled with (GPA,
SAT, class rank, etc.). While grades
are not always fair, the constant
pressure that they create is a normal
facet of academia, right? Not if you
go to Brown University.
The progressive Ivy League
school permits students to take an
unlimited number of satisfactory/no
credit courses and only records full
letter grades of A, B or C without
plusses or minuses . There are no Ds,
and failing grades are not recorded.
This policy, adopted in 1969, allows
students to explore a topic fully and
inquisitively without being inhibited
by the anxiety of grades. The unique
system renders GPAs incalculable,
and thus no official figures are
recorded on student transcripts.
While it seems this would put
students at a disadvantage in the job
search, a statement on Brown's Web
site holds that "employers as well as
graduate and professional schools
seek Brown graduates for their
analytical ability, independence,
creativity, communication and
leadership skills, qualities not
necessarily reflected in a GPA." In
other words, Brown students choose
the classes they take for grades (if
any), have no GPAs to worry about
maintaining and graduate with an
Ivy League education that comes
with its own brand of clout.
To ice the cake, Princeton
Review's survey of the nation's
top 10 colleges with the happiest
students put gradeless Brown on
top. Who came in second? Dear old
Clemson. While boasting the second
happiest students in the nation is
nothing to scoff at, the rankings do

pose an interesting question about
the effects of grades on student
happiness and success.
Those opposed to Brown's
grading policy may argue that
classes taken for satisfactory no
credit are subjective, yielding too
much power to the professor. With
no numbers to crunch, how can
they fairly decide who receives
credit for a given class? But every
grading system is subjective to a
degree. A C essay to one professor
may be an A essay to another. The
same can be said for how students
show their work on a math test. To
some extent, grading is always going
to be skewed.
While it has raised some
eyebrows, Brown's grading policy is
considered by many to be innovative
and practical. As students, do we
lose sight of the learning process by
focusing too much on grades? Do
we forget to think outside the box
or to apply what we know because
we are competing for a number that
supposedly means we "got it?" Has
the grade become the incentive and
not the knowledge itself, or are the
two even separable?
As was previously mentioned,
numerical evaluations of our work
have been the norm throughout
our academic careers. They are the
"fair" basis by which we compare
ourselves with others and also
mark our progress or retrogression.
Ideally, an A student works harder
than a B student who works
harder than a C student and so on.
However, somewhere down the line
grades became more than gold stars
and scratch and sniff stickers on
our spelling tests, developing into
instant reflections of intelligence
and prizes to be had at any cost,
in some instances more important
than even the course material.
The older students become,
the more important grades are in
respect to their academic futures.
So the pressure gradually builds,
culminating in the holy grail of score
evaluations, the test to end all tests,
the SAT. But it doesn't stop there.
Once students are in college, grades
don't disappear or lose consequence.
A new precedence is set, a new goal
put forth, and off we go. Be it grad
school, med school, law school, or
the job market, everyone is working
towards something and you can't

It would not be as
motivating to the
student and they
cannot see their
potential"
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Irene Mortera
biology
junior

"It would help
some students
but hurt others,
and wouldn't
be a good
representation of a
students abilities."

Tyler Phillips
mechanical engineering
senior

get where you're going without a
solid GPA...unless you're a Brown
student.
Brown could be on to
something. Eliminating grades puts
a stronger focus on course material
and on genuine interest in learning
for the sake of knowledge itself.
The anti-grading concept stands to
potentially revolutionize academia.
For once, students wouldn't be
working to receive an A, they would
be working to learn the material for
the simple purpose of becoming
well-educated individuals. And isn't
that what college is about?
But what will these tactics reap
in the long run? Isn't the pressure
to make and maintain good grades
beneficial as it is comparable to the
pressure to keep a job or to get a
promotion that is experienced in
the "real world?" Employees in
any field are essentially "graded" on
their job performance, right?
Furthermore, when considering
candidates for a position, search
committees probably won't be
interested in lengthy portfolios.
Applicants need to be able to present
themselves concisely in a competitive
job market, and a GPA serves to do
just that. It communicates quickly
and effectively whether a student
excelled or fell short of what was
required. A traditional transcript
allows employers and admissions
committees to clearly see who sank
or swam, and thus to predict who is
most likely to sink or swim in the
workplace.
Moreover, disregarding failing
grades doesn't establish a fear of
failing classes because it doesn't
really matter. Students may simply
try, try again. But in the real world,
your failures or errors count against
you. In the real world, you are
compared to the guy sitting next

to you because he is waiting to take
your job, just like the student sitting
next to you is working to take your
A. So where does the incentive to
work for what you earn come in if
there is no penalty for falling short?
Brown's policy is most suitably
tailored to the Ivy League crowd
where it's perhaps more effective due
to the prestige and authority of the
schools. Admissions or employment
councils may be inclined to take
a closer look at an Ivy League
application simply because of a
university's clout.
Surely, the lack of tension
for students under this policy
influences the "happiest students"
label they were given. Of course
they are happy; what is there to
worry about? Ask a friend who is in
a god-awful mood, "why the long
face?" and the answer will most
likely have something to do with
stress of managing time, of keeping
up with classes or of grades received
or pending. But for us, that's what
college is about. The concern we
feel for our grades makes the pride
we take in an A that much stronger.
The pressure or stress that comes
with a strict and universal grading
system makes leisure time all the
more enjoyable. Most importantly,
we will leave Clemson better
prepared to earn and compete for
our accomplishments. So, maybe
Brown is on to something with
the no-grades system, but for the
second happiest students here in the
Upstate, grades work and we work
for them.
The opinions expressed in the above
editorial are written by the opinions editor
and represent the majority opinion of The
Tiger editorial board. In representing the
majority view, the staff editorials may
not represent the individual view of any
particular member.

"No; while grades
are not an absolute
reflection of
knowledge gained,
they are a generally
accurate reflection
of the capability
and caliber of any
given student."

Rory Coosen
economics
junior

"I've heard that
students at Brown
are the happiest in
the nation, and I
feel like it would
certainly alleviate
much of the
stress involved in
college life."

Ben Smith
finance
sophomore
"I feel that too
much emphasis
is placed on the
grade you achieve
in a course rather
than the amount of
knowledge obtained
through learning."

Colleen Warren
chemical engineering
sophomore
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Ashley Wilson
health science
freshman _

"It's beneficial
as far as students
passing, however
if the pass
grade allows for
anything above
the average "F'
then students
won't be as
motivated..."
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Freshman Survival Guide
KYLE SWEARINGEN

Guest Columnist
There are a lot of subjects I know I'm not qualified to
give advice on. Computer troubleshooting, breakups,
elementary calculus, popular music and sex. But I've
gone through freshman year recendy and I think I know a bit
about making the high school/college transition. I'll let you
decide if this is one of those cases where I'm not qualified to
be dispensing advice, but since I've already spent a year here
I still have the benefit of experience. So freshmen, listen...
er, read. Besides, there is no real criteria for being a credible
college-advice-giver anyway, so I figure I'll throw my hat into
the ring.
Anyway, a lot of freshmen come to college thinking it's
party time, only to sober up in the middle of the semester,
thinking, "Nobody told me college was school!" But like
everyone else here, I want our state endowment to go up, which
will only happen when the state sees we deserve it. Thus, I'm
taking it upon myself to eradicate this way of thinking from
the minds of would-be students in hopes that they actually
will be students. I don't want you to think that just because
I don't want you wasting money on plants, chemicals and/or
beverages that destroy brain cells doesn't mean I don't want
you to enjoy your college experience. I want to see everyone
having as much fun and as litde trouble as possible without
taking their eyes off the bigger picture. So I've written this list
to help you minimize inconvenience, enjoy Clemson and the
surrounding area more, get the most out of your day, be aware
of the challenges of college life and get along better with the
people around you. Some of these things I've done personally
and they've worked out. Some of these things I didn't do, but
should've. And some of these, I'll admit, are just here because I
have an odd sense of humor.
20 Things Any Freshman Should Know About Life at
Clemson:
1.
First and foremost, STUDY. Aim for the Honors
College. Then you get to live in a suite in Holmes, where you
don't have to step over someone else's old boxers on the way to
the shower.
2.
You're now surrounded by 17,000 people who have
too much on their minds to worry about what pathogens they
may be carrying. Get used to contracting a cold every month.
3.
That being said, HAND SANITIZER.
4.
Earplugs are always useful in a dorm. Trust me,
you're more likely to regret NOT buying them.
5.
If you like to run on the dykes, do so in the morning
before the dog-walkers go through. Your shoes will thank you.
6.
Contrary to popular belief, Saturday morning is
the worst time to do laundry. Do it on Tuesdays at midnight,

when nobody in their right mind would think of doing
laundry.
7.
There are a lot of things that don't mix well with
beer. College is one of them.
8.
When you study (not "iP'), avoid Cooper
Library (aka The Most Depressing Building on Campus) as
much as you can. But if you have to, don't study on the first
floor. That's where I study, and I like it empty and quiet.
9.
I'm not sure what your orientation leaders told
you, but Febreeze doesn't actually make clothing clean. Use
it all you want, but just remember, the rest of us can tell.
10. If there's a snowstorm in the forecast, move your
car away from any trees. I learned this the hard way.
11. When there's a home football game, never park
your car in the lot at the Botanical Gardens; again, I like it
empty.
12. Not memorizing the home football schedule could
easily cost you $76.
13. There's no acceptable excuse for not wearing
orange on Fridays.
14. Even if you're a beach person, take at least one
drive up State Road 28 through the mountains.
15. If you can afford the time, take the routes to
your classes with the most trees and scenery and such. I
guarantee it'll improve your mood.
16. Whenever you register for classes in the future,
choose the early ones. There's nothing like the feeling of
knowing you've got the whole day ahead of you when
you're done with all your classes at noon.
17. Your parents still exist.
18. The easiest way to make friends in college: start
playing ultimate frisbee, start watching "The Office,"
start listening to Bob Dylan and keep your opinions to
yourself.
19. Be nice to your professors. They don't get paid
enough to deal with all of you.
20. Always remember: the most important thing
you encounter at college is other people. You've got more
in common with them than you think, so treat them
accordingly.
Remember folks, your parents (or the state) are not
paying thousands of dollars just so you can skip classes,
blow off homework, memorize stolen test answers from a
fraternity vault or wake up on Friday mornings hung over.
But forget about them — the person with the most to
gain or lose from your college experience is you. Enjoying
it doesn't have to involve doing things you'll regret later.
And I'll admit that my personal approach to college life
hasn't made it easy, but the most fulfilling things in life

KYLE SWEARINGEN is a guest columnist. E-mail comments
to letters@TheTigerNewscom.

At the National Security Agency (NSA), you will work on the most interesting and
challenging projects that you can't do anywhere else. Your solutions can play a major
role in protecting the security of the Nation.
To learn more about how you can contribute, visit NSA on your campus and explore
our exciting career opportunities and incredible benefits package, including flexible
work schedules and competitive pay.

Time for a change
KEVIN NIEHAUS

While many of us were just
starting to dream, or perhaps while quite a few of
us were finishing up our last minute
assignments before bed, a beautiful and
incredibly important event took place
early Tuesday morning. Bill Slimback
and Bob Sullivan joined themselves in
holy matrimony.
Let me help you out: Bill is a guy,
and Bob isn't a nickname for a woman.
Yes sir, at precisely 12:01 a.m. on
Tuesday, the very first same-sex marriage in Vermont took place after a 17
year-long wait for the newlyweds, and
I'd like to be the first one to profess
what a host of men and women across
campus, the state, the country and
indeed the world would love to say.
It's about damn time.
I can't even begin to say how proud
I am of the state of Vermont (and the
others that allow same-sex marriage) for
realizing what all states across America
will eventually come to understand:
just because a couple is homosexual
doesn't mean they shouldn't be allowed
to marry.
Over the last few years, I've really started to take offense to the idea
that homosexuality is a bad thing.
"Ridiculous," I've heard it called.
"Disgusting," another person put it.
"It's the end of the world as we know
it," one person mused out loud, honesdy worried that the passing of a
same-sex marriage law "would mean
there's no reason for people to have kids
anymore!"
Let's get a grip on reality for a
minute.
The passing of a same-sex marriage
law is not ridiculous or disgusting,
nor does it mean an extinction of our
population. In fact, contrary to popular
belief, homosexuals don't even marry
just to spite heterosexuals. They marry
for the same reasons most of us get
married. Marriage allows two people
who love each other to have their love
recognized by the state, their friends
and family and the world.
As far as I can tell, most of the people on Clemson's campus are not foolhardy enough to believe any ridiculous
rumors surrounding same-sex marriage,
but instead choose to hinge their views
on the idea that "the Bible defines marriage as between a man and a woman."
Or to put it more Southemly: "God
created Adam and Eve, not Adam and
Steve."
Okay, I see your point. If we take
the Biblical version of creation to be
true, God created a man and a woman

in the beginning and expected them to
populate the Earth. Had he created a
man and another man, it would have
been impossible to do said populating
and thus, God did not intend for two
men to be together.
Well, if we do take Biblical creation
for truth, I can't argue the point here.
However, that's not to say that men and
women haven't changed genetically over
time and have begun to enjoy same-sex
relationships. I mean, just taking a quick
glance at another person around you will
tell you that you're different in physical
make-up. Is it so far-fetched to believe
that another person could be different
in mental make-up as well?
Ignoring the reproductive part of it,
a lot of people consider marriage to be a
sacred custom for only a Christian man
and woman to take part in. The idea of
same sex marriage simply horrifies them,
but the truth is that marriage is no longer
simply a Christian tradition. Regardless
of whether or not you consider marriage
to be sacred, people worldwide of different religious backgrounds are marrying
as I write. Marriage has become a state
institution, not just a religious one.
However, more than any argument
on what actually constitutes two people
to be worthy of marriage, I honesdy
think that same-sex marriage is an argument about freedom. What the passing
of a same-sex marriage law really says is
that it's okay to live out your life as you
please, as equal partners recognized by
the state. I'm sure more than a few of
you would be quick to anger at the idea
of passing all kinds of laws willy-nilly,
but let's look at this rationally. Same-sex
marriage really does not affect the opponents of same-sex marriage in any way at
all. It's not a law that says "shooting anyone you want is now legal." It's simply a
law that allows people to live out their
lives in a way they see fit without fear of
oppression because of their beliefs.
I've had more than a few friends of
mine stop short of opposing homosexual
unions, instead choosing to say that they
don't want same-sex marriages because
the institution is sacred and should be
reserved for men and women. As much
as I have a problem with marriage in the
modern world being considered sacred,
I'd rather say this: calling a same-sex
marriage anything other than that is
pig-headed and elitist. By doing so, I
think a person would be trying to lessen
the significance of same-sex marriage,
and I think, more importandy, they'd
be ignoring the fact that even if you
call it something else, it's still same-sex
marriage.
Besides, look at it this way: if you
call a rose by any other name it doesn't
change the fact that it's still a rose, and
it's still beautiful.
KEVIN NIEHAUS is a junior majoring in
English. E-mail comments to letters®
TheTigerNewscom.
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The Entitlement Generation
ZAK JAMES

Columnist

JL

Lately I've been angry. Really angry, and
perhaps it's not even anger. Maybe it's more of
a frustration that I don't know how to cope
with, and so it expresses itself physically in the form
of stress and the occasional stomachache. You see, the
news really ticks me off.
It's not the redundant regurgitation of everything
Michael Jackson, nor is it the endless debate over
universal health care and liberal vs. conservative
that has my blood boiling. It's not racial profiling or
economic recession that causes me to worry about the
future of our society. It's something much bigger; a
cultural mindset that has subdy become a prevailing
worldview among America's youth, passed down from
the Baby Boomers to a generation far too immature to
handle it. In fact, they've even coined us as such... the
entidement generation.
If you're unsure of what I'm talking about then I
assure you that you at least understand the concept,
whether conscious of it or not. Anytime you've
expressed the idea that you deserved something you
did not receive, you've exemplified the very idea about
which I'm concerned. Whenever you have approved
of neighbor rising against neighbor in a court of law
to setde a trivial matter with a substantially more
consequential monetary sum, you have tolerated a
practice that has become uniquely American.
Anytime you've believed yourself to deserve
something without having yet put forth any effort
towards such a goal, you have taken part in the fallacy
that is sure to doom us if we do not soon take notice
of it.
Entidement to us is as real as oxygen; we've never
breathed anything different. We were born believing
that we should grow up to not only be as successful as
our parents, but even more prosperous. College is not
a means of bettering our understanding of the world

around us, but it is a right of passage, a gateway to a
piece of paper that allows us access to our childhood
dreams. If there is anything our generation does well,
dreaming must be near the top of that list.
Entidement is a figment of our imaginations. It
doesn't exist except for in the minds of the naive, the
lazy and the ignorant. There are few certainties in life,
among which are the following: you were born and you
will die. How you get from A to B is on your shoulders
and is the responsibility of no one but you.
Entidement has been the norm since before you
or I were born, but I think it is starting to reach a
cultural zenith as we swiftly reach for the noose of
socialism and leave free market capitalism securely
behind us. The American dream no longer consists
of the idea of opportunity yielding hard work, but
rather citizenship yielding expectation; an expectation
of comfort, priority, rank and security. Freedom no
longer entails responsibility, but rather a sense of right
and privilege. You understand what I'm talking about,
don't you? Such and such is my right to this and that.
You can't do that to me, I have the right to this, here
and now. Blame it on Postmodernism and political
correctness, but entidement is a virus that has infected
the republican and the democrat, the liberal and the
conservative, the Christian and the Agnostic.
Our nation is crumbling. We can lie to ourselves
all we want, but anyone who has traveled beyond
these borders can attest to the fact that our way of
life may no longer support the notion of America as
the greatest nation on this planet. Surely that was the
case for the men and women who valiandy fought
for and secured our freedom nearly 70 years ago. But
let us examine what separates them from us — their
progeny. Somewhere along the line we screwed up; the
price they paid has been spurned for luxury at no cost
whatsoever.
What did they believe that made them so much
greater than us?
Forget healthcare, race and recession. They
believed this: if you want something, you work for it.
You deserve nothing; you simply earn what is yours.
An A is not received but earned, not based on effort
but based on merit and achievement. The sins of

our fathers lie in the past and can rarely be rectified,
so neither should their descendents be expected to
reconcile what was made wrong. Such things can only
be fixed by moving forward, rather than expecting
compensation because of a birthright. Change looks
to the future and entidement dwells in the past; we
can't have both. We believe in wants. They believed in
needs. We believe in me. They believed in we. They
were prudent. We are reckless.
You say you despise socialism, yet you cling to the
government as your scapegoat. Which is it? If they're
to blame then they must be in control. You don't want
socialism, but you want somebody to clean up your
mess because you pay taxes, right?
Our forefathers understood that life is tough, so
get a helmet. Perhaps things aren't fair, and justice is
not being served. Well, life's not fair, but this is a free
country, for the time being at least. That means we, the
people, at least have the opportunity to work for what
we want, to earn the desires of our hearts, to reap the
seeds that we've sown. But first we have to recognize that
when we are born into this world and every year until
we depart from it, we are owed nothing. Entidement
is not written on a birth certificate, a social security
card or a college diploma. In this country, opportunity
knocks if you seek it; you must first remove yourself
from the platform of entidement to recognize that you
are never too big or too educated for any job if the
circumstance requires it.
Let the entitlement generation become the
generation that recognizes the need to bond together
as a nation, to understand that we have to work
together, that each has to do his or her part for the
whole to succeed; that the initiative of community, not
government alone, is the foundation of civic success.
When we stop expecting things to get done, when we
stop placing hope in things and people beyond our
control, only then will change come. Then we'll realize
that change isn't what we need. We just need a history
lesson.
is a sophomore majoring in health studies
studies. E-mail comments to letters@TheTigerNews.
com.
ZAK JAMES

CAMERON JONES

Guest Columnist
Here's a quick warning: I'm going
to stan this column off by
talking about "Jon and Kate
Plus Eight." I know I run a high risk
of you throwing down this paper and
perhaps setting it on fire, simply because
of the inescapable presence of the family
in the media recendy. I think the reality
show was wrong in the first place, not
simply because it destroyed the family's
private life, but because it was a show
which almost entirely focused on their
eight children. I think it was bad for
the kids and especially bad for their
marriage.
Everyone is well aware of the fact
that about half of all marriages today
end in divorce. This fact hardly has any
meaning anymore. I'm not going to take
the well-rehearsed position that the rising
rate is simply a sign of the crumbling
morals of our generation. That's a little
too simplistic and depressing in my
opinion. Some might even argue that
the rising divorce rate is a good thing,
perhaps a sign of previously oppressed
women taking advantage of 21st century
freedoms. However, at the same time, a
decrease of social taboos and the benefit
of these same freedoms have opened up
possibilities in the choosing of marriage
partners themselves, thus doing away
with the whole "Awakening"-like
breaking of the bondage chains imagery.
Another argument could be made that
any consideration of the divorce rate is
a moot point, because the institution
of marriage itself is outdated and might
even have negative (read religious and
homophobic) connotations in this day
and age.
The fact remains, though, that lots
of people still do choose to get married,
presumably with the intention to remain
so, and for some reason a lot of them
just don't stick it out. The children are
definitely innocent victims, but I think
the culture we live in, that places such
overwhelming focus on children and
their constant happiness, is partially at
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fault here. I recendy read some strong
criticism of author Ayelet Waldman for
declaring that she loved her husband
more than her children, but I have no
issue with this. I think that being afraid
to take time away from your child to
continue developing and stimulating the
relationship with your spouse is wrong.
I've never known anyone who was
resentful of how much time their parents
spent together. As it stands now, though,
parents should probably just replace their
wedding vows with similar oaths given at
their child's birth.
I've never had any kids, and I've never
been married. But, I will say that for my
mom, who has been divorced three times,
holding her marriage together would've
been better for me than all the extra time
she subsequendy gave to me because she
was single. I've heard it said before that
someone was a great dad or mom but a
bad husband or wife. However, I think
this is oxymoronic, because it's impossible
to separate the two. The best thing that a
parent can do for their children is show
them how to sustain the most important
relationship they can ever be involved in.
The well-being of the parents should be
considered, so children should be raised
with the idea that they will leave behind
the household one day and move on with
their own lives. The years after children
leave might be the time that spouses need
each other the most, and they shouldn't
have to find each other again after the
obstacle which has been keeping them
apart is finally removed.
As I mentioned before, even
discussing marriage might seem old
fashioned to some, and I'm sure that
there are plenty of students who have
absolutely no interest in the subject of
marriage or children and got absolutely
nothing out of this article (but thanks for
reading!). Ultimately, though, I believe
that a committed relationship to a
partner, whether it results in marriage or
not, is the premier worldly relationship,
and that this relationship is a microcosm
for how we interact in our lives.
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Walk-ons
can make
an impact

Last week I was intrigued and
inspired after reading the article
about Clemson Senior George Rabon defeating the odds and walking onto the Clemson football
team. After reading the article, I
immediately had an image of Rudy
in my mind — the famous walkon from Notre Dame who earned
a chance to play in just one down
of one game, made a tackle and
got carried off the field. The article
then got me thinking of a few other
well-known walk-on players who
actually got chances to play in more
than just one game and made valuable contributions to their teams.
I started thinking of guys like
Kerwin Bell. Bell walked onto
Florida after never being recruited
in high school and moved up the
depth chart from third string to
become the team's starting quarterback for four years. Bell threw for
7,585 yards and led the Gators to
consecutive 9-1-1 seasons in 1984
and 1985.
I also think of guys like Coach
Dabo Swinney. Coach Swinney
was a walk-on wide-receiver at Alabama where he was a contributing
factor in their 1992 National Title
run. Then I started thinking about
Jim Leohard, the starting safety and
punt returner for Wisconsin back
in 2004. Leohard walked on his
senior year at Wisconsin where he
led the Big Ten in punt returns and
had three interceptions. Leohard
is now in his fifth year in the NFL
playing for the New York Jets.
Every year, college athletic teams
hold walk-on tryouts to give their
students an opportunity to represent their respected schools. Last
week 38 students tried out for
10 spots on the Clemson football
team. There were 38 students who
knew practice dummy was their
first assignment if they made the
team.
The question now is, why?
Why would anybody dedicate all
their extra time and effort to be
a walk-on when there is a chance
they won't get to touch the field
and they are getting no scholarship
money?
Guys like Bell, Swinney and
Leonhard are rarities but they are
inspiration for everyone who wants
a chance of being a part of something special. Being a walk-on athlete isn't about athletic ability or
how big you are. It's about having a
love for the game that is so simple,
but so highly passionate. It's a step
closer to a dreamer's destination.
A chance to prove everyone who
said you were incapable wrong.
It's an opportunity to turn your
friends into your enemies on the
practice field and form an indefinable brotherhood with your teammates. It's a hope to one day be
able to run down the hill of Death
Valley as friends and family watch
you, knowing you have earned the
respect of your teammates, classmates, coaches and the school that
you call yourself proud to be a part
of.

RYAN LAUNIUS
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Football has finally arrived! At six
o'clock this Saturday, the Clemson
Tigers will begin what hopes to be
an exciting and successful season
in their first full year under Head
Coach Dabo Swinney. Our beloved
orange-clad competitors will be kicking this year's schedule off against the
Middle Tennessee State University
Blue Raiders.
Saturday's matchup will mark the
second time that Clemson has faced
MTSU. The first competition between these two teams occurred in
2003. The game resulted in a 38-17
win for the Tigers, who were led by
a combination of Airese Curry's 12
receptions for 133 yards and Charlie
Whitehurst's 298 passing yards.
While Clemson may not be very
familiar with MTSU, the Blue Raiders certainly are aware of the Clemson
Tigers. The MTSU coaches hold numerous tits to the purple and orange,
none more evident than Head Coach
Rick Stockstill's 13 years of service
on Clemson's coaching staff.
Stockstill, Clemson's former wide
receivers coach/recruiting coordinator, worked on our staff from 19892002 before taking up staff positions
at Coastal Carolina for 2003 and the
University of South Carolina for the
'04-'05 seasons. Stockstill is beginning his fourth season as the head
coach of the MTSU Blue Raiders.
MTSU running backs coach, Wil-
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Kyle ftirker and the rest of the Clemson football team experience the "most exciting 25-seconds in all of college football."
lie Simmons, is a former Clemson
quarterback. Simmons played as the
backup to Woody Dantzler for two
years before becoming the starting quarterback in 2002. Halfway
through Simmons' first year as a
starter, his position on the depth
chart was commandeered by Charlie
Whitehurst during a game at Duke.
Simmons later transferred to Citadel
to finish his collegiate career, but has
held close ties to Clemson to this day.
The numerous connections be-

tween the MTSU coaching staff and
Clemson University are almost eerie. The Blue Raiders' wide receivers
coach, Justin Watts, played wideout
at Clemson from 1996-2000. David
Bibee (safeties coach) coached Clemson's secondary from 1997-1998.
Both Robbie Stewart (head football trainer) and Russell Patterson
(head football strength coach) are
1998 Clemson graduates. Even the
Blue Raiders' Equipment Manager,
Troy Johnson, worked as Clemson's

Equipment manager from 20002004.
Yet with MTSU's knowledge of
Clemson football, the Tigers have
one thing that even great coaching
cannot make up for: speed.
If all goes well on Saturday, C.J.
Spiller and Jacoby Ford should be
running circles around the Blue
Raider defense. While MTSU is an
upper echelon team within the Sun
see FOOTBALL page C5

Missed opportunities
cost Tigers in opener
ALEX URBAN
STAFF WRITER

Sophomore midfielder Riley Sumpter speeds past a Garner Webb defender. The
Tigers outshot the Bulldogs 19-5, but lost the opener by a score of 1-0.

On an unusually cool summer
night at Historic Riggs Field, the
Clemson Men's Soccer team missed
numerous chances near the goal in
their 1-0 loss to Gardner-Webb on
Tuesday.
It was a frustrating result for the
Tigers, as they controlled play for
most of the match. Clemson out-shot
the Runnin' Bulldogs 19-5, though
only one of the 19 shots for the Tigers needed to be stopped by Gardner-Webb goaltender Trent Kozman.
In the end, Gardner-Webb freshman John Sargent's goal in the 35thminute proved to be the game-winner.
Sargent, a freshman from Essex, England, received the ball just outside the
box to the left of the Clemson goal
and fired a hard shot that finished in
the top right corner of the goal, beating Clemson's Joseph Bendik. Bendik
finished with two saves.
The Tigers controlled play for

much of the night drawing fouls,
playing aggressively and forcing corner kicks. But the good play was
marred by the difficulty in finishing
around the goal. Clemson had shots
missed to open nets, solid shots hit
the crossbar, defenders making great
saves in the box and even an unlucky
bounce over the crossbar in the second half.
But the overall play of the team was
encouraging; the Tigers never gave
up, almost willing their way to shots
late in the second half.
The defense looked sharp, and
should be an asset this season for
Clemson. Captain David Newton
put in a solid performance, contributing on the offense side of the field
as well as playing solid defense. He
finished with three shots on goal, one
of which was the only Clemson shot
on goal all night.
Late in the second half, the game
began to get physical as Clemson
pushed to get the ball in the offensive
see SOCCER page C4

IntheAug. 28 issue of TJK Tiger, George Rabon was referredto as ajunior in the article "Rabonwalksfon) talL" Rabonis actually asenior. Also, the photographfeaturedin the article
'' Volleyball opens with Big Orange Bash Tourney'' should have been credited to Blair Paul it The Tiger regrets these errors.
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Volleyball "bashes" opponents
Clemson drops one to USC, rebounds against Winthrop and College of Charleston.
BECCA CARTER
STAFF WRITER

The Clemson volleyball team began
their season Friday night with a battle
against none other than in-state rival
South Carolina. The Lady Tigers faltered in the five-set matchup (20-25,
25-23, 22-25, 25-21, 9-15) versus the
Gamecocks, but rallied back Saturday,
seizing consecutive wins against the
Winthop Eagles (3-0) and the College
of Charleston Cougars (3-1).
The Tigers, now 2-1, placed second in the Big Orange Bash event,
suffering their lone loss to the first
place Gamecocks (3-0). Senior Tigers Kelsey Murphy and Didem Ege
were honored on the All-Tournament
team.
The tournament marked the 19th
annual Big Orange Bash, grouping
South Carolina, College of Charleston, Winthrop and Clemson for an
in-state season opener. With an established rivalry as heated as the Tigers
and the Gamecocks, the Friday night
contest in Jervey Gymnasium was one
of the highlighted matches of the entire event.
A near record-breaking attendance
of 2,175 faithful fans at Jervey boosted
the Tigers' morale to full force Friday
evening. Posting 64 kills, nine blocks
and 79 digs collectively, Clemson was
not shut down easily by South Carolina.
Early in the first set the Tigers
clinched the lead at 14-11 with two
straight kills and an ace by senior
standout Didem Ege. But the Gamecocks responded, scooping up the first
set 25-20.
Clemson retaliated in the second
set with a 6-0 lead, which led to a
narrow 9-6 marginal lead, and then a
controlling 17-8 difference. The Lady
Tigers managed to hold off a lethal
South Carolina defense, winning 2523 in the second set.
Trailing the Gamecocks 9-12 in the

third set, Cansu Ozdemir's back-toback kills revived a Clemson offense.
The spark was not enough, though, as
the Tigers suffered a 22-25 loss.
Lia Proctor's service savvy in a victorious fourth set (25-21) pulled the
Tigers out of their rut and into a decisive fifth set. A poor hitting percentage snapped the chance of a Clemson
victory (9-15) and South Carolina
skid by with an overall match of 3-2.
Clemson emerged on Saturday
with a new demeanor to power past
the Winthrop Eagles. Posting a remarkable 14 blocks, 40 kills and .326
hitting percentage, Clemson cruised
to an easy 3-0 (25-17, 25-14, 25-15)
win over the Eagles.
Statistically, the Lady Tigers put together a balanced team effort. Proctor
led the team in kills with 15, freshman
Alexa Rand added nine and Ozdemir
recorded eight. Ege seized 16 digs in
the match, while setter Kelsey Murphy had 31 assists, nine digs and five
blocks.
Following their prior victory versus Winthrop, Clemson triumphed
(24-26, 25-19, 25-17, 25-20) over
the College of Charleston Cougars to
close out the Big Orange Bash on Saturday evening.
The Tiger defense was a force to
be reckoned with on Saturday. The
Cougars edged Clemson in the first
set 26-24.
But the Lady Tigers regained momentum, causing all sorts of problems
for Charleston in the next three sets.
Clemson kills dominated the final set
of the match (25-20), as Fennell and
Proctor picked up five and teammate
Natalie Patzin added four of her own
to the net frenzy.
Ege posted her usual double-digit
digs with 16, totaling 57 for the weekend event.
Proctor paced her team with 22
kills, while Brittany Fennell contributed 10 in only 19 attempts. Distributing the ball almost flawlessly,

Weeks Of
9/4 - 9/18
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Friday 9/4
Gamecock Invitational
7 p.m.
Columbia S.C.

PSXMMML
Saturday 9/5
Middle Tennessee
6 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.
Thursday 9/10
Georgia Tech
7:30 p.m.
Atlanta, Ga.

Freshman Alexa Rand spikes the ball during a match at the Big Orange Bash
held this past weekend. The Tigers went 2-1 in the tournament.

Murphy registered at 10.67 assists/set next weekend in hopes to extend
their winning record at the Depaul
throughout the tournament.
Finishing a respectable second place Invitational.
Clemson first faces Loyola (IL)
at their Bash, the Lady Tigers hold a ,
on
Friday, Sept. 4, then will chalwinning 2-1 record early in their sealenge Western Illinois and DePaul
son.
They head north to Chicago, 111. on Sept. 5.

Steel City looks to repeat as Champions
JASON PATSKOSKI
STAFF WRITER

If you watched any TV over the summer, you
know just how crazy this NFL offseason was.
There was TO, Plaxico Burress, Michel Vick and
an offseason would be incomplete without Brett
Favre. If this season has half the drama of the
offseason, it will make for an exciting season.
Let's start with the division of the defending
champs, the AFC North. The division is stacked
this year and will probably be the toughest in
the NFL. The Browns were so good last year
that they now have a new coach. There are not
a whole lot of good players on the team which
is why they will be the worst team in the league
this year. The Ravens will be competitive this
year because their defense keeps them in games.
Their big problem is the offensive line. Joe
Flacco will struggle this year to no fault of his
own (Joe Montana could be the quarterback and
stink with this line). The Bengals get a healthy
Carson Palmer back, which should spark the offense. Their defense is young but there are a lot
of uncertainties on the. team. They will make the
playoffs. The team that will win the division is
none other than the defending champs. Even
though they have just about the same team, no
one is talking about them. They will quietly win
11 or 12 games and earn a playoff bye.
The second-best division will be the AFC
South. Jeff Fischer is one of those coaches who
can get the most out of players. That's why hes
been in the league longer than anyone. His team
will once again win the division. The Texans are
my sleeper team this year. They have an awesome passing attack with a pretty solid defense.
They will make the playoffs for the first time in
their history. The Colts are talented, but they
are getting old. Peyton Manning may be another
coach on the field, but you can't coach age. They
will finish poorly and miss the playoffs. The Jaguars have fallen off from where they were a few

AFC
North
South
East
West

Bengals
Titans
Patriots

NFC
North
South
East
West

Bears
Falcons
Eagles
Cardinals

years ago. They struggle this year and hope for a
good draft pick.
The AFC East will once again be ruled by the
Patriots. Tom Brady will be back to his old self,
and they will win the division easily. The Jets
will be good, but a rookie quarterback will lose
them some games this year. They will be a team
on the move in years to come.
The Dolphins do not have enough playmakers this year but Bill Parcells will get some in
years to come. The Bills got their victory this
season when they signed TO and actually sold
tickets.
The AFC West will be won by default by the
Chargers. They will go on to lose in the first
round to the Bengals. The rest of the division
is too bad to even talk about, but watch for the
Raiders coaching drama this season; it won't disappoint.
The best division in the NFC will be the East.
The Eagles will come out on top because Andy
Reid always finds a way. Their defense is going
to be nasty this year and shut people down. The
Giants will also be good on defense, but will
struggle in the passing attack.
They do not have a fantastic receiving core,
but they will be good enough to get a wild card.
The Cowboys will try to use their over-large
TV to improve special teams, and they have
removed all of the riffraff from the team. This
team will be more disciplined and also get a
wild card. The Redskins have a good defense,
but their lack of offense keeps them out of the
playoffs. They will still be a dangerous team.
The NFC North is the latest home for the
Brett Favre drama. He will make the Vikings

Wildcard
Texans
Cowboys
Giants
Steelers

NFC Champion: Eagles
AFC Champion: Steelers
Super Bowl XLIV: Steelers

good enough to finish third. I don't understand
why people think he can make a difference. He
is too old and can't play in the cold anymore.
The Lions will finish last, but they will at least
win one game. The Packers will be dangerous
this year, but they are one year away. Jay Cuttler
was the signing of the offseason. He is the missing piece in the Bears puzzle, and will take them
to the division championship.
The NFC West talent divider is very defined.
The Rams aren't very good. It doesn't matter
what order they finish in.
The Cardinals will win the division and be
followed closely by the Seahawks who get Hasselbeck back. This division is always unpredictable, so nothing should surprise anyone.
The NFC South is the local division and I
know everyone cares about the Panthers.
The good news for the Panthers is that the
South is one of the worst divisions; the bad news
is that they are one of the reasons the division is
bad. The Falcons will win by default and I am
declaring it a three-way tie for last.
In the end, the Patriots will beat the Texans
and the Bengals will beat the Chargers in the
wild card. The Patriots will then beat the Titans
and the Bengals will lose to the Steelers.
The Steelers represent the AFC in the Supef
Bowl. In the NFC, the Bears beat the Cowboys
and the Giants beat the Cardinals in the wild
card. The Eagles then beat the Giants and the
Bears beat the Falcons. The Eagles then advance
to the Super Bowl. The Steelers then make it
back-to-back and Jerry Jones has to come to
grips with the fact that his Cowboys might not
be America's team anymore.

Friday-Saturday 9/11-13
Carpet Capital Classic
AH Day
Dalton, Ga.

Friday 9/4
South Carolina
7:30 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.
Wednesday 9/9
Charlotte
7 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.

Friday 9/18
Orange & White Meet
5 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.

[M^TfllrMS
Thursday-Sunday
The Cliffs Invitational
All Day
Asheville, N.C.

Sunday 9/6
Florida Atlantic
11 a.m.
Athens, Ga.

Friday-Saturday 9/4-5
DePaul Tournament
Times Vary
Chicago, III.
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SOCCER from paged
end. Two Gardner-Webb players
and Mackenzie Ward for Clemson
received yellow cards in a two-minute span near the end of regulation.
Other Clemson players that
put in good minutes were Tommy
Drake, who notched three shots,
Austin Savage, who had five shots
and a couple narrow-misses in his
time off the bench, and Francldin

Blaise, who seemed to be everywhere on defense.
The game was the first official
game of the season, and the first for
new coach Phil Hindson. The game
was played at Historic Riggs Field
in front of a crowd of 1,138.
The Clemson Men's Soccer team
will face the South Carolina Gamecocks tonight at 7:30 p.m., following the annual First Friday Parade.
Tigerband will be there to lead a
pep rally.
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Finally, fantasy football
The Tiger provides the inside scoop on the upcoming season.
CHRIS CERVEN
STAFF WRITER

It's that time of year again. As Labor Day approaches, fantasy football
leagues are forming and the draft period is in full force. The question on
everyone's mind is, if I get the first
pick, do I take Adrian Peterson, or
do I go back to the traditional pick of
Tom Brady?
Without question, you must go
with Peterson. Week-in, week-out,
he is the most dynamic athlete on the
field for any team in the NFL, having
the ability to go the distance on any
play. Other running backs to keep
on your queue list include Michael
Turner, DeAngelo Williams and Chris
Johnson. Stay away from Maurice
Jones-Drew. Even though he is highly
ranked, in the past two seasons since
his stellar rookie debut, his yardsper-carry have decreased while his
fumbles have increased. For a sleeper
pick on the tunning backs side, look
for Derrick Ward. Ward rushed for
1,000 yards as a backup in New York
last year, and is expected to carry an
even bigger load in Tampa this year.
When it comes to wide receivers,
the leading candidates in this field
include the likes of Larry Fitzgerald,
the always consistent Randy Moss
and the workhorse of the Texans, Andre Johnson. Calvin Johnson will be
one of the focal points of Detroit's offense, but is not worth a Top 40 pick;
there are plenty of other options out
there who actually have other talented
athletes surrounding them. Marques
Colston, DeSean Jackson and Santonio Holmes are solid third or fourth

round picks if still available. A possible sleeper pick in this category has to
be Devin Hester. We all know about
his speed, but this year he actually has
a talented quarterback throwing to
him.
Speaking of quarterbacks, the question is, "Will Tom Brady be the same
Tom Brady as before the injury?" I
think not. Sure, he is still going to
be a great quarterback worthy of a
high pick, but there are a few QB's
I would take over him. Drew Brees
was a fantasy footballer's dream last
year, and I believe he will continue his
streak again this year. Both Manning
brothers are worthy of third or fourth
round picks as well. Aaron Rodgers
was the sleeper of the year last year,
and all signs point to him having a
similar year this year, if not better for
the Packers. A QB to stay away from
is Joe Flacco. There was much hype
about him last year making it to a
conference championship and all, but
last year the Ravens relied on their defense, which has a few missing pieces
this season. I predict Joe Flacco to
have the typical "Sophomore Slump"
this year. On a final note, please don't
select Michael Vick — not yet at least.
For the tight ends, Jason Witten
has to top the list in this category,
and why not? When you have Tony
Romo throwing passes to a tight end
such as Witten, he is going to rack
up some serious fantasy points. The
same goes with Tony Gonzalez in Atlanta. Sure he had a good season last
year in Kansas City, but now he has a
stud QB throwing to him as well as
Matt Ryan. I expect him to have a
very good season. Dallas Clark and
Chris Cooley are solid fifth or sixth

rounds as well. Stay away from Kellen Winslow. Winslow has never lived
up to the hype that was expected. A
sleeper pick for the tight ends is Greg
Olsen. Once again, with Devin Hester, Olsen finally has a talented QB
throwing to him.
For the defense and special teams
category, the Steelers and Vikings are
expected to be excellent in both these
categories this year. The Giants are always a reliable pick when you can get
them. One of the most overlooked
teams in this category is perhaps going to be the New York Jets. With the
additions on defense from the Ravens,
along with the new Head Coach Rex
Ryan, the Jets look to improve on defense drastically, even after they had
more sacks last year than the aforementioned Ravens.
Finally on to the kickers. It is always a good idea to have a starting
kicker who either plays in a warm
climate or indoors. Ryan Longwell
may be the kicker of choice this year.
He had a strong season last year while
kicking inside the Metrodome, and
the same goes for other kickers such as
Nick Folk and John Carney. If those
are unavailable, a solid pick is Robbie
Gould for the Bears; if you can kick
well at Soldier Field in the winter, you
can kick well anywhere.
As the season progresses, all we can
do is sit back and watch. Hopefully
some of our sleeper picks will pay off,
and the rest of the team produces like
they are supposed to. As we know,
this is usually not the case, but that is
what makes fantasy football so much
fun. Week-in and week-out you do
not know how your team will do, so
the best thing to do is enjoy football.
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Basketball team announces
2009-2010 schedule
STAFF REPORTS

The men's basketball schedule for the 2009-2010 season
was announced last Tuesday by Head Coach Oliver Purnell
and the Atlantic Coast Conference. For the third time in
school history, each of Clemson's 16 regular season ACC
games will be televised. Of those 16 regular season league
games, nine will be national televised, including the Jan.
23 contest with Duke which will be showcased following
ESPN College GameDay from Litdejohn Coliseum. The
Tigers, coming off back-to-back NCAA Tournament appearances, are guaranteed 11 games overall on national
television.
The rest of the non-conference schedule is highlighted by
a trip to Anaheim, Calif, for the 76 Classic over Thanksgiving weekend. The Tigers will compete against Texas A&M
in the first round of the event, which hosts six schools that
advanced to the Big Dance last season.
Clemson will return to Litdejohn after the 76 Classic
with a pair of tough games. The Tigers will host Illinois on
Dec. 2 as part of the annual BigTen/ACC Challenge. The
two teams met last season in the event in Champagne, 111.
where the Tigers escaped with a come-from-behind 76-74

victory. The game is set for a 7:15 tip on ESPN. Clemson
is set to then take on in-state rival South Carolina on Sunday, Dec. 6 at 1:00 p.m. The contest will be televised regionally by Fox Sports South.
For the first time in more than 84 years, the Tigers will
battle the Cougars of the College of Charleston this season.
The game is scheduled for Saturday, Dec. 19 and will also
be televised by Fox Sports South. The Cougars, coached by
former Georgia Tech Coach Bobby Cremins, are 1-7 in the
all-time series with the Tigers. All eight games of the series
have taken place between 1913 and 1925.
The Tigers will play two games apiece against the likes of
Boston College, Florida State, Georgia Tech and Maryland.
Clemson will play just one game against defending national
champions, North Carolina. The Tigers and Tar Heels will
do batde in Clemson on Jan. 13 in front of a national TV
audience on ESPN at 9:00 p.m.
Clemson finishes out the regular season with three road
trips in its final four games. All three of those road trips
come against teams that were NCAA Tournament participants a season ago — Maryland, Florida State and Wake
Forest, respectively.
The ACC Tournament returns to Greensboro, N.C. in
2010 from March 11-14 for the first time since 2006.

Lady Tigers fall in double OT
APRIL WADE
STAFF WRITER

Despite a long battle, the Clemson
Women's Soccer Team fell to UAB.
After an extended fight against
the Alabama-Birmingham Blazers,
the Lady Tigers soccer team fell
short in double overtime, 3-2.
Clemson got off to a great start
when freshman forward Maddy Elder put the Tigers on the board four
minutes into the game.
The Lady Tigers held that lead
until UAB struck back just before
the half as Blazer forward Danya
Barsalona netted a goal in the 40th
minute. The two teams went into
the locker room knotted 1-1.
Clemson came out strong in the
second half as Elder regained the
lead for the Lady Tigers with her
second goal of the contest in the

62nd minute.
Having made quite an impression in her first several games as a
Tiger, Elder is looking to be quite
a force on offense. Sunday marked
the second straight game in which
the freshman has scored two goals.
Just as the Lady Tigers were feeling confident with the one-goal
lead, UAB's Tiffini Turpin slipped
pass Clemson defenders and netted
the equalizer to send the game into
overtime.
The two teams were deadlocked
in the first overtime as neither team
produced a winning goal. In the
second overtime, UAB's Marlijn
Hermans netted the game-winner at
the 106:40 mark to give the Blazers
a 3-2 victory.
"Our mistakes came back to bite
us and mentally we did things to
make it much harder on ourselves,"

said Lady Tigers Head Coach
Hershey Strosberg. "The important thing is that we learn from
this and prepare for another
chance to test ourselves this
weekend."
Clemson was outshot by the
Blazers by a lofty tally of 21
to nine. UAB also committed
less fouls than the Lady Tigers
with ten compared to 14.
The Lady Tigers will face
Northeastern and Florida Atlantic this weekend at the Georgia
Invitational event in Athens,
Ga.
Clemson will contest Northeastern University <on Friday at
4:30 p.m. and Florida Atlantic
University on Sunday at 11 a.m.
Both games will be held at UGA
Soccer Stadium.

Brooks Center
for the Performing Arts

SEPT.

Brooks Center Student Rush Event
John Pizzarelli, jazz guitarist & vocalist
Tuesday, Sept. 8, 8 p.m.
Present your Clemson student ID card at the box office
one hour before the show to receive a free ticket

www.clemson.edu/Brooks I 864.656.7787
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FOOTBALL from paged

Head Coach Dabo Swinney and the Clemson football team awaits on top of
The Hill before entering Death Valley.
Belt Conference, they are not used
to facing players with the blazing
speed of Ford or the slipperiness of
Spiller.
Middle Linebacker Danny Carmichael is the defensive leader of the
Blue Raiders, and will likely be the
main roadblock for Spiller this Saturday. Carmichael has 21 starts to
his credit in the past two seasons and
recorded 89 tackles, with 11.5 for a
loss in 2008.
The Blue Raider secondary has a
couple impressive players in Jeremy
Kellem and Rod Issac. Kellem is a junior left safety and is considered to
be the leader of the MTSU secondary. Issac is a versatile junior cornerback who sat out most of the 2008
season with an ankle injury. The Blue
Raiders will need their secondary to
be healthy and performing admirably
to avoid being picked apart by Kyle
Parker and Jacoby Ford.
Saturday will mark Billy Napier's
first game as Clemson's offensive coordinator.
Look for the Tiger offense to cater more towards the abilities of the
players this season. In other words,
Tiger fans are hoping that they won't
be seeing the same bubble-screens
and off-tackle runs that defined the
Tiger offense during Rob Spence's
tenure.
Clemson has been testing out a
two tight-end set, which would be
a major change from the offensive
schemes that have been witnessed
within Death Valley in years past.
If used effectively, this may open
up new holes for the running game
while keeping the defense on its heels
against new potential passing routes.
Freshly converted running back
Rendrick Taylor and sophomore
Jamie Harper are considered to be
Clemson's power backs. Taylor is
a hulking mass of muscle, and his
touches during the Orange and
White game suggest that it will take
three to four defenders just to pull
him down.
Harper's size and speed make him
a powerful force at tailback so long
as he sheds his demons from the
2008 season. Clemson hopes that
the combination of these two power
backs will solve the evident red-zone
scoring issues of 2008.
The Blue Raiders will be sporting a brand new offense this season.
Tony Franklin, MTSU's offensive coordinator, will be incorporating his
wide-open, no-huddle spread attack
offense in his first year with the team.
With the loss of senior quarterback Joe Craddock, junior rushing
quarterback Dwight Dasher will
be at the helm for the 2009 MTSU
squad. Dasher has eight career starts
to his credit, and managed to receive
Freshman Team Ail-American Honorable Mention just two years ago.
Dasher will be handing the ball off
to senior Phillip Tanner in the backfield on game day.
Tanner is one of the most talented
and experienced backs in the Sun
Belt Conference, managing to score
15 rushing touchdowns in 2008.
With the fastest legs on the team,
Tanner will also be returning punts
and kickoffs for the Blue Raiders.
• JaFvis- Jenkins, Jamie •Gumbie and

Kavelle Connor will have their work
cut out for them containing Tanner
when they take the field.
The top receiving threat for the
Blue Raiders is Patrick Honeycutt,
who leads the returning wide receiving corps in yardage and receptions.
Honeycutt was a decent possession
receiver in 2008, pulling in 51 receptions while amassing 513 yards and
three touchdowns over the season.
MTSU also has a new receiving
weapon after converting backup running back Desmond Gee into a wide
receiver.
Although the skills of this receiving
corps have yet to be seen, Clemson
cornerbacks Chris Chancellor and
Crezdon Butler should have all of the
tools necessary to shut down the Blue
Raiders through the air.
The MTSU offensive line is predominantly made up of juniors and
sophomores, with the exception
of senior Center Mark Thompsen.
With exceptional strength, speed and
intelligence, junior right tackle Mark
Fisher is the most complete lineman
on the team.
Because the majority of the offensive line is young and inexperienced,
the speed and arm strength that
Dasher brings to the table will be an
integral part of the Blue Raider offense this weekend.
Expect to see defensive ends Ricky
Sapp and Da'Quan Bowers flushing
MTSU's young quarterback out of
the pocket consistently this Saturday.
While Clemson is far and above
the better team in this matchup, the
Tigers will need to come out strong
and put this game away early on Saturday.
MTSU has played quality BCS
Conference teams in recent years and
shown them decent fights. The Blue
Raiders even managed to nip ACC
foe Maryland for a 24-14 loss at the
beginning of the season in 2008.
If Kyle Parker does not shine in his
first career start, Clemson's defense
will need to step up and make plays
to keep this game from becoming
close.
While Clemson fans are hoping
for MTSU to roll over and give this
game away, the Blue Raider's strong
ties to this university suggest that
they will play their hearts out.
If everything goes according to
plan, Clemson's first game will be
more of a tune-up for Georgia Tech
than a competition.
Hopefully the Tigers will create
separation on the scoreboard early
and be able to rest the starters in the
late quarters to prepare for the next
game on Thursday night.
If the score remains close, late into
the game, it could end up being a
nightmare for Dabo Swinney.
Regardless of our expectations for
the 2009 season, Saturday is still the
home opener in one of the best stadiums in collegiate football.
While it cannot be said exactly
how the game will play out tomorrow
night, only one prognostication can
be taken as an absolute fact: when the
boys in orange get to the top of the
hill and start to rub infamous Howard's Rock, you better have your earplugs ready. Death Valley is going to
be rocking on Saturday night-. • • •
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be a smart life investment, or at least
provide some humorous reading material
when "Theories, Insights and Industry
Studies of Microeconomics" just won't do.

THREE BOOKS
THAT COULD

"The Survivors Club: The
Secrets and Science that
Could Save Your Life"
By Ben Sherwood

UELISSA UUHITSON

SAVE

"The Complete Worst-Case
Scenario Survival Handbook"
By Joshua Pivcn and David
" jBorgenicht

YOUR
LIFE

Learning to conquer your fears has
never been an easier nor more enjoyable
task now that authors Joshua Piven and
David Borgenicht have put together a
comprehensive collection of solutions
to some of life's most unappealing,
uncomfortable and otherwise unfortunate
situations.
The authors' latest addition to
the
hugely
popular
"Worst-Case
Scenario Survival Handbook" series is
a compilation of scenarios from all 11
previously published books paired with
a CD containing even more survival
tips. The CD also includes screensavers,
e-cards, wallpaper and other superfluous
"Handbook" paraphernalia.
The book is written concisely, in
super-simple language, but for those
who may have trouble deciphering the
pithy wordage, illustrations complement
many of the instructions, including those
like "How to survive awkward elevator
silence," that hardly warrant graphic
explanation.
Scanning the table of contents, you'll
find an impressive list of scenarios. In
fact, with instructions on how to survive
a giraffe stampede, a collapsing basketball
backboard and being buried alive, reading
"Handbook" may send you into fits
of raging paranoia. But with far more
realistic directions to living through a
boring class, identifying unsafe cafeteria
food and padding your resume, picking
up a copy of "Handbook" sounds all the
more like a good idea.
The way I see it, everyone needs
a little help working through life's
crises. Regardless of the fact that you'll
(hopefully) never have use for the majority
of Piven and Borgenicht's survival tips,
having "Handbook" on your shelf would

_^^_ ^_

Though I can just speak for myself, I
doubt I'm the only one who lies awake at
night secredy terrified of whether or not
I have the inherent abilities to survive the
next greatest catastrophe. Thanks to Ben
Sherwood, however, my insomnia can be
at least somewhat subdued by the well
documented findings in "The Survivors
Club: The Secrets and Science that Could
Save Your Life."
Penned by Sherwood, an awardwinning journalist, the book goes far
beyond mere directions for surviving
unexpected situations. Tips to escaping
perilous predicaments are reduced to
scientifically precise instructions, such as
the calculations for living through an dip
in icy cold waters. "Survivors" explains
that after breaking through ice on a frozen
lake, you'll have just 60 seconds to forestall
hyperventilation, 10 minutes to make full
use of your decreasingly limber muscles
and 60 minutes to make it out conscious.
Needless to say, the book is
remarkably well researched. In addition to
survival directions, Sherwood attempts to
answer philosophical questions including
"why do good things always happen to
the same people?" and "why do so many
people die when they shouldn't?"
While compiling material, Sherwood
traveled the world, meeting with survivors
of graphic scenarios: a man who escaped
a capsizing ship; a woman who had a
knitting needle pierce her heart; and even
a man who walked away from the World
Trade Center after being caught in fire of
the North Tower on Sept. 11, 2001.
The personal stories are a refreshing
foil to the over-padding of statistics and
hackneyed survival tips that seem to be
more common sense than revolutionary
scientific findings.
"Survivors" does, however, hurl a
healthy dose of rationality into the evershrinking man-vs.-the-world boxing
ring. Knowing that suffering and death

may be around every comer is a little
disheartening, but as Sherwood reveals,
may greatly improve your chance of
surviving your next trip to the ER.
* "When All Hell Breaks
"^Loose: Stuff You Need To
Survive When Disaster"
Strikes By Cody Lundin
Courtesy of the next cockroach
invasion, botulism outbreak or Y2K-like
catastrophe (but for real this time), you
may one day find yourself in a rather
dreadful situation. When life's challenges
call for constructing a water purifying still
or disposing of a disease-ridden dead body,
Cody Lundin's "When All Hell Breaks
Loose: Stuff You Need To Survive When
Disaster Strikes" could certainly qualify
as something among the aforementioned
"stuff" that could make living through a
disaster slighdy more possible.
Following his wilderness-friendly
"98.6 Degrees: The Art of Keeping Your
Ass Alive," Lundin's latest handbook is a
sensible guide to long-term urban survival
through
apocalyptic
circumstances.
Lundin
begins
with
a
60-page
investigation into the potentially crippling
psychological effects of a disaster and an
explanation of how one should mentally
prepare for survival.
Cartoon illustrations and campy
alliteration a bit laughable at times, but the
practicality of understanding food storage,
fire starting, first aid, shelter building and
temperature control techniques outweigh
the fact that the book has its own literary
mascot of sorts in Vinny the oversized
cockroach caricature.
Though "When All Hell Breaks
Loose" lacks an excessive amount of
colorful stories of people triumphing
over rabid animals or flaming airplanes,
Lundin offers in his survival manual more
important aspects of catastrophe survival
like searching for clean water, defending
against rodents and deciding when to cut
your losses and venture away from your
makeshift "survival base."
It's undeniable that sooner or later
we're going to face another epic hurricane
disaster or influenza pandemic, and
knowing what to do in such a crisis makes
looking past the odd humor of "When All
Hell Breaks Loose" worth doing.
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Anew school year begins and with the
new class of incoming freshmen (even
though we know they don't matter),
and the loss of so many influential
characters of the '09 class (even
though they'll still be lurking around campus like
grad students because they couldn't get a job), but
from where will our new trends come?
Well, even though it's true that these people
have nothing to do with our trends, which mosdy
are based on popular culture or groups much larger
than we are, I still like to pretend that it's 1950 and

PALENDAR
°fr VENTS
L

we're affected by the people around us. (Don't quote
me on the 1950 reference; I really have no idea what
happened then except that I think everyone had a
bomb shelter then).
So, where are we, Clemson students, in regards
to trends? Sincerely, I doubt much will change as far
as clothing goes. Frat boys will still be unified with
their wardrobe of sunglasses on Croakies, polo shirts,
canvas dock shorts and boat shoes while girls will sport
athletic shorts, "Clemson Girls, Best in the World"
tees, oversized Chanel sunglasses and Rainbow
flip-flops. Also, after walking around campus for a

First Friday Parade
Beginning at the
President's House and
ending at Riggs Field
6 p.m.
Free

Mock Turtle Soup
Improv Show
Lee Hall auditorium

8 p.m.

■■^JH

week, Salty Dog Cafe T-shirts seem to be haunting
me everywhere. I guess I'm the only one that didn't
vacation to Hilton Head this summer.
Generally, athletic clothing will be popular for a
while, because this weather is way too hot for all of
the northern students here, and apparendy they don't
know how to shop for hot weather.
Anyway, back to the pop culture world where
people actually care what Perez Hilton has to say.. .or
maybe no one does, but he just never goes away so I
think people actually do care
The rise of some new music stars could alter

Coffee and Poetry:
Open Mic Night
Coffee Underground in
Greenville

Clemson culture, but don't expect any girls to be
walking around in Lady-Gaga-inspired bubbles just
yet. Garage rock trends and attitudes may come with
the popularity of Kings of Leon: beware the flannel
and unkempt facial hair once the weather cools down.
Cobra Starship will keep the "scene" alive, hopefully
inspiring many more good girls to go bad. And well,
I gotta feeling that the Black Eyed Peas' "I Gotta
Feeling" won't actually inspire more women to dress
like 24/7 clubbers, nor will it convince more guys
to dress like ridiculous hipsters, because come on,

Guitarist and singer
John Pizzarelli
Brooks Center for the
Performing Arts

7:30 p.m.
$5

8 p.m.
adults $20 / students
$10

see TRENDS page D2

"How I Learned
to Drive"
a staged reading about
violence against women
Brooks Center for the
Performing Arts

7 p.m.
Free
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Freshman Fiascos
DEKAH UUILSON

Using your cell phone as an alarm clock. It may have
worked during high school, especially since Mom was
there to wake you up in case you did not hear the
blaring ring tone, but now you are a mature college
student, and as such you do not have the back-up
alarm system. The first time you set your alarm for 7 p.m.
instead of 7 a.m. will not be a good reason for missing
your bright and early 8 a.m. class.
Not checking your e-mail or Blackboard daily. In high
school, e-mail was mainly used for social reasons. The
concept of teachers and faculty actually sending
you important messages, containing lecture notes
or posting homework and project assignments on
the Web is so foreign. But forgetting to glance at your
course assignments or view your inbox could now cost
you an easy A or prevent you from being prepared for
that last-minute quiz.
Misuse of the Tiger Stripe. This little piece of purple plastic
is your key to everything from food to shelter to football
games. Even when entering your residence hall or going
to work out at Fike the card must be swiped. For many,
the Tiger Stripe doubles as a mom-and-dad funded
debit card, which though extremely useful when picking
up a lab coat for class or taking care of laundry, has
the dangerous potential of being used on less essential
things like overpriced dorm decorations or too many
trips to the vending machine.
Getting lost on your way to class. It's understandable
that most freshmen have little to no sense of direction on
campus. On that first day of classes they can be seen
frantically scrambling to find buildings and be on time
for their classes. Some of these lost puppies ask other
students for directions. If you are one of these people
who need a little location instruction, make sure you ask
an upperclassman to help you instead of another first
year student. Or just invest in a campus map. They may
look dorky, but they do help you find the locations for
classes.
Forgetting that every Friday is Solid Orange Friday. Finally,
the weekend is almost here. You roll out of bed to go to
your last class for the week. After pulling on a T-shirt and
jeans, you make the walk to your class only to notice
nearly everyone you pass is wearing a Clemson orange
T-shirt. Donning a plain shirt without orange on a Friday
is a sure way to tell if a student is a clueless freshman (or
just an apathetic upperclassman).
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ACROSS 1. Sleigh 5. Stair 9. Greenish-blue color 13. Label 14. Wails like
a coyote 15. House 16. Tel
(Israel's capital) 17. Enlighten 18. Self-esteems
19. Stars "change" of position as you move 21. Jesus 23. Superman's Ms. Lane
24. American state 25. South-Central Dravidian 28. Duo 31. Canal 32. Groans
34. Campers dwelling 36. Artist's creation 37. Before (prefix) 38. Cell stuff 39.
Lotion brand 41.
bear 43. Mangle 44. Karma 46. Slanted font 48. Fats 49.
Market 50. Housing 53. Signal to end alert (2 wds.) 57. Dog food brand 58.
Loafed 60. Capital of Western Samoa 61. Flow out slowly 62. Gives a title to 63.
Cincinnati baseball team 64. "Gordie"
, most hockey games 65. Tiny insect
66. Bottomless
DOWN 1. Fasten 2. Molten rock 3. Native ruler in Africa 4. Debase 5. Fizzy
drinks 6. Stick candy bar brand 7. Fairy 8. Freaks 9. Square cut cigar 10. Yoga
practicer 11. Famous cookies 12. Bird's home 14. Balloon filler 20. Lumber 22.
Possessive pronoun 24. Had 25. Wood 26. Goofed 27. Cubic decimetre 28. Late
29. Award 30. Boredom 33. Starts 35. Baby powder 40. Different forms of an
element 41. Plowing 42. Relents 43. Duck type 45. Truss 47. What a nurse gives
49. Partly frozen rain 50. Talk about, with "over" 51. Fake butter 52. Gush out
53.
matter 54. Dueling sword 55. Military officer 56. File 59. Newsman Rather

naturally more hipsters will emerge from
nowhere.
I think the best that we can hope for
is for people to keep the spirit of Michael
Jackson alive by resurrecting his '80s
trends: white crew socks with black shoes,
red leather and rugged white tees (and
coundess other fashion statements; sorry
I'm not an M-J-ologist).
I'm also sincerely hoping "Bruno"
inspires people to dress ridiculously and
flamboyandy. I swear to you that wearing
a leopard hat and shin with a sleeveless
leather jacket is too cool for school; "500
Days of Summer" promotes hip, urban
styles for lovelorn college studenrs, and
Megan Fox of "Transformers" fame
inspires girls to dress like tramps and to
speak without a brain.
But sadly, I don't think "Inglorious
Basterds" will fuel military fashion trends,
although I'm sure it will provoke furious
cursing among its fanboys.
Well, I haven't really gotten anywhere
in explaining or predicting the state of
Clemson fashion culture this fall, but I
think that's just because it hasn't quite
developed yet. That or it just won't change.
But hey, it starts with us! I implore
you to make an impact. Frighten and
shock someone by saying "why are you
wearing that?"
Wear something that appeals to you,
and maybe even make a trend of it. I
personally will wear sunglasses without
Croakies tomorrow and will punch
anyone in the face that does, just to say
"WOW, it's great you have Croakies,
or else your sunglasses would have gone
flying!"
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Snowden
AITUN DAKER
nowden, an indie band
from the ATL, makes it
easy to remember the
early '90s before the
Top 40 genre ensued
and filled local radio stations
with hip-hop, rap and pop. Lead
singer Jordan Jeffares started
the band in his bedroom where
he would record demos.
With
a little help from his brother
and determination to follow his
dreams, Snowden was formed. The
group of tour released an album
titled "Anti-Anti" in 2006 that
spawned lots of local attention
from blogs, and landed the band
an impressive spot opening for
the newly admired Kings of Leon.
Having chosen their name from a
fictional character in the satirical

novel
"Catch-22,"
Snowden
is known for their layering of
as gossamer
guitar sounds. If you're a fan of
The Cure or gloomy lyrics with
bubbly sounds, consider giving
Snowden a chance.

Download this:
"Victim Card"
Reminiscent of The Cute.
"Sisters"
This ethereal tune is one of the
band's most popular.
"Between the Rent and Me"
This one's for the dynamic
percussion fans.
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st-doctoral, Oocto
Experience and Sub-specialties consistently in highest demand are:
" Engineering: electrical, chemical, nuclear, mechanical and aeronautical.
Sciences: physics, biology, chemistry, toxicology, virology and veterinary science.
• Computer Science: telecommunications, shipping/logistics and procurement/acquisitions.
Our global partners include: multi-national and public entity firms focused on the most advanced
engineering and scientific research projects.
Competitive candidates will have native fluency in a foreign language and a demonstrated ability to live
and work overseas.
Please apply by sending resume/CV and cover letter to humanresources@gradjobzone.com or mail to:
Gradjobzone.com 1440 Coral Ridge Drive, Suite 338 Coral Springs, FL 33071
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The Ugly Truth
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hen
my
girlfriend
suggested "The
Ugly Truth" as
an option when
we were considering movies last Friday,
my reaction was initially enthusiastic.
However, by the time we had actually
gotten our tickets and were seated
with, our gas-station-purchased candy
in hand, I had no idea why I'd agreed
to this movie. I think in the back of
my mind the name Gerard Buder still
evokes memories of "300"-style action,
and I'm pretty sure I'm not alone. The
producers and directors behind "ES.
I Love You" (yet another Buder chickflick) and "The Ugly Truth" were
certainly hoping when they cast Buder,
some of his tough-guy credibility
remained with male audiences — even
if his 14-pack abs have faded.
Anyway, let's return to the actual
movie being considered here. If you've
seen the previews, I can guarantee
that you've got a decent handle on the
general plot, but for everyone else here
it is: Katherine Heigl plays Abby, the
producer of a Sacramento-based news
show. Unfortunately, the show's run-ofthe-mill content isn't exactly cleaning
up in the ratings department and the
show is in danger of being cancelled.
This leads Abby's boss to add Mike
Chadway (Gerard Buder) to the show.
Over Abby's objections Mike gets a
permanent spot on the show, and, after
some initial head-butting, they agree
to a bet based around Mike using his
dating know-how to breathe some life
into Abby's dismal dating life.

The movie's humor was decidedly
raunchier than what some might think
of as typical in a romantic comedy. The
character of Mike, like Buder himself,
is an obvious play at entertaining male
audiences with his vulgar jokes and
persona. Mike is direcdy responsible
for scenes involving vibrating lingerie
and Jell-o wrestling, just to give two
examples. I've since wondered whether
the humor of "The Ugly Truth," which
I thought was legitimately funny
occasionally and otherwise seemed a
poor imitation of a Judd Apatow film, is
really just normal for a romantic comedy
in 2009. To stay within the context of
the film, it seems as if the writers and
director, Robert Luketic, have taken a
page out of Mike Chadway's book in
dispensing with any attempt to dance
around people's baser (read sexual)
instincts with any attempt at romance.
To be fair, I'm not taking the
stance of the curmudgeonly critic and
criticizing people for coming up with
the brilliant idea that sex sells, and for
the record I love Judd Apatow. Perhaps,
I was even mistaken in stereotyping the
movie from the beginning, because the
movie is pretty much what its tide says
it is. My gripe is that "The Ugly Truth"
forgot to throw out its cliched, worn out
plot when it got its bawdy 21st-century
humor upgrade. The movie manages
to remain extremely predictable even
with the coarser segments thrown in
for shock value. I already said I found
the movie not funny, but humor is too
subjective for that to be the sole reason
I'm telling you not to see this film.
I'm telling you not to see this because
it's an uncomfortable mix between a
humorous love story and a true comedy.
I'm not saying the premise is a bad
idea; in fact, I'm pretty sure it's a good
idea to appeal to a wider audience by
combining genres, but this movie does
it no justice. I think I'd be better off
watching "The 40-Year-Old Virgin" and
"You've Got Mail" simultaneously.
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"t's
the
beginning of a
v semester,
h i c h
M •means
i
new
opportunities.
You
walk into your classes
and scope out the fresh
talent — there, before
you, are unknown and
unexplored frontiers (unexplored by you,
at least). It's the modern form of America's
19th-century westward expansion: this is
your Manifest Destiny.
Unlike the Wild West, conquering
these frontiers requires tact and brains
which, for a large number among our
population, could be an issue. There
are no rewards for recklessness here —
marching around all gusto and blazing
guns may seem to you impressively
macho, but really you just come off as a
douche, and there is no overcoming the
douchebag label; it's your personal (and
permanent) scarlet letter.
We can't control the brains
department, so we're left with tact. Tact?
What is that? Primarily, tact involves
talking to girls. Not just exchanging verbal
articulations, but talking — you know,
communication of thoughts and feelings.
Once you've scoped the room and
found a target, you need to make a good
impression on this Miss Lovely right away.
Interest her, say things that mean
something. Make her laugh; a good
sense of humor compensates for most
shortcomings. Where humor fails
to advance your cause, sincerity and
intelligence pick up. But tell Miss Lovely
all about your frat or high school athletic

prowess and you'll find she isn't interested.
This, gendemen, is a bad impression, a
situation that must be avoided.
You must be aware of the impression
you're making, especially ifyou're a triggerhappy Facebook cavalier. If you've made
a bad impression and track down Miss
Lovely on The Book by 8 p.m. that same
day, she'll accept your friend request but
she'll like you even less. If you post a pithy
comment like, "Hey! We're in Comm.
250 together...what's up?" then I suggest
you take a big step back and reassess your
life. With this embarrassing bit of reckless
Facebook idiocy you have descended
lower than douchebag status; you are now,
in the mind of Miss Lovely, "that creepy
guy." There's no recovery from this and
any further attempt to salvage yourselfwill
be interpreted only as evidence of your
ever-growing creepiness. At this point
you cannot remove yourself from her life
quickly enough. Abandon ship, men!
Let's say that you have somehow
jumped through the right hoops and
executed your introduction successfully.
Congratulations, your foot is in the door
but you're hardly in the clear. Once you've
gotten her attention, hold on to it. Keep
her interested. Do not let her become
bored, and do not let your relationship arc
plateau. I know, guys, you've got to do the
work. It's unfair, but that's just how it is.
You need to get to know Miss Lovely,
and you need for her to get to know you.
Finding an occasion or excuse to be with
her can seem tricky, but with a little bit
of tact and creativity you can manage it.
Casually ask her if she has a bit of time
to spare, and suggest that you two grab a
bite at Harcombe. If she declines, don't be

disheartened; you should be able to gauge
whether she actually cannot or simply
does not want to accept your invitation.
Depending on her response, you'll know
to either keep working or move on. And if
it's the latter scenario, don't become angry,
don't mope, don't over think what you've
done. Just. Move. On.
Once you've made a personal
connection outside of the classroom, you
can keep working your way up. Suggest
working or studying together. Propose
another lunch meeting. Maybe you can
find her on The Hill at a football game, or
even find an excuse to stop by her tailgate
for a quick hello. All significant results
begin with hard work; what seem like the
little things in the beginning are important
in founding a relationship. Lunch here,
in-depth late-night conversations there,
a half-assed study (flirt) session — these
are your tools for exploring (and hopefully
conquering) your new frontier.
None of this is anything new, but it
may be new to you. Approaching a girl
is neither difficult nor dangerous. And if
you try and fail, so what? Your ego might
take a little hit, but suck it up and keep on
going. There are thousands of other Miss
Lovelies out there waiting. And in most
cases, the girl wouldn't mind meeting you;
in fact, a guy's inability (or unwillingness)
to walk up to a girl and introduce himself
is what frustrates girls like you wouldn't
believe.
Just be tactful and aware of the
impression you're making. What's creepy
should be obvious to you, so just don't do
it. Go out and be bold, but be smart. Miss
Lovely in your 9 a.m. is waiting for you to
make your first good impression.

IT'S YOUR
YOU SHOULDN'T HAVE
TO PAY TO USE IT.
TRY USAA BANK.
Last year, banks earned $38 billion in fees1 alone. USAA Bank believes free checking
means free ATMs anywhere nationwide,2 free debit rewards, free USAA Web BillPay®
and no minimum balance. We could save you up to $600.3

BETTER BANKING BEGINS NOW
800-661-8722 | usaabankinq.com
.1 „• ^„»c nnt ixtahikh Plinibilitv for or membership in USAA property and casualty insurance companies. Availability restrictions apply. '$38 billion in
Purchase of a bank product d«"^MSXlKs not charge a fee for the first 10 ATM withdrawals and refunds up to $15 in other banks' ATM usage fees
l
^SJ$^^^'^'™^caking compared & average fee information on 2008 bankrate.com checking study. USAA Federal Savings Bank.
Member FDIC. © 2009 USAA. 92212-0509
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CLEMSON MAJOR EVENTS

How would you like to win a night in Littlejohn Coliseum
to play basketball with your friends, or play host to

THURSDAY

an exclusive movie night with your friends in Tillman

SEPT. 17

I

LITTLEJOHN COLISEUM LAW]

Auditorium or play rock band with your friends in the
Amphitheater? Any of these are possible for you when
you join TigerPaw Productions Fanatics!
Last week I gave you a brief overview of TigerPaw
Productions (TPP) Crew. This week I want to talk with you

RD

CLEMSON S 3 ANNUAL BEACH MUSIC PARTY

further about TPP Fanatics. Essentially, TPP Fanatics is
a recognized student organization that serves as Clemson
University's concert committee. You can be a member of

SEPT. 18

TPP Fanatics even if you don't want to work events on our
TPP Crews. By joining as a FANATIC, you become eligible
to make suggestions on who performs at our venues and

The Out of Towners
The Flashbacks

^"^^T"

TIGER

learn all about the concert industry.
In addition, members can complete designated tasks
to earn FANATICS points. The more points a member

Fireworks • Beach Music
Dancing • Food & Games

accumulates, the better the incentives. These incentives
would include, but are not limited to: priority on TPP
crews, block seating at concerts, prizes, artist swag,
discounts to shows in other venues...the list goes on and
on! Members with the most points are eligible to win the
incentives I mentioned earlier at LJC, Tillman and the
Amphitheater.

s

We want to hear about what you want. If you are
interested in diving deeper into the concert industry,
making concert/event suggestions for Clemson or just
earning the incentives and prizes, please plan to attend

TILLMAN AUDITORIUM

the TPP Fanatics Interest Meeting on September 8th at
7 p.m. at Littlejohn Coliseum. Please enter through the
east gate (the side facing the stadium). If you have any
questions feel free to email me at lcogles@g.clemson.edu.

BO BURNHAM
TILLMAN AUDITORIUM

Sincerely,

SEPT. 27
Laura Oglesby

AS SEEN ON

Executive Director

You ECS
Broadcast Yourself""
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